
Knowledge Organiser: February 2022

Year 9 

“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 
Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 

Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 
their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 
Try and make links between the information on it and what 
you already know and do. 
 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 
spellings! 
 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 
a memorable sentence or phrase. 
 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 
create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 
information. 
 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 
 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 
the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 
7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 
 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  
• Answer these without the organiser the next day.  
• Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  
• Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 
 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 
5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 
before you start on the next. 
 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 
you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 
specific teaching group. 
 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 
another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 
it. 

 
12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



Year 9 Graduation Journal 
At the end of Year 9 you will graduate. Your Graduation level shows how prepared you are for GCSE study and your involvement in the life of the school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Each fortnight you will reflect on your attitude to learning, behaviour and attendance  

 

 

 

 

 

Classification Attendance Average Ambition 
grade 

I choose Positives I choose  Negatives 

First class honours 98%+ Less than 1.5 Over 2000 Less than 50 
Honours 96%+ Less than 2 Over 1000 Less than 200 
Graduating 95%+ Less than 3.5 Positive balance 
Graduating with support 95% or improvement 

after attendance 
interventions  

Less than 4 Balance above -200 

Delayed Graduation  <95% and no 
improvement after 
attendance intervention  

Greater than 4 Balance below -200 



Ambition Grades 

1. First class honours graduate: Consistently going above and beyond expectations 

You show ambition for your future and value every second of learning time by going above the expectations of an honours student by modelling the very 
best attitudes to learning in the school. You consistently achieve excellence through exemplary organisation.  
You show determination to achieve your best through: 

o Asking deep and thoughtful questions which further develop your understanding 
o Completing all work including higher level challenge questions to a high standard 
o Seeking support to achieve above your target zone 
o Seeking feedback to constantly improve your work already of a high standard 
o Completing extra challenge or independently exploring a subject 
o going above and beyond with homework tasks e.g., completing additional revision  

You show humility when working with others to support them in achieving their best. Celebrate the success of others while humbly enjoying your own. 
You show integrity through not letting others prevent you from doing your best and set an example to other students. 
1. Honours Graduate: Consistently exceeding expectations 

You show ambition for your future and value every second of learning time by always:  
o Arriving to lessons promptly 
o Getting all equipment out opening your planner on P4 
o Beginning the “Do Now” immediately and complete in silence 
o Packing away silently in 10 seconds and waiting behind your chair silently to be dismissed 

You show determination to achieve your best through: 
o Answering questions which further develop your understanding 
o Completing all work including higher level challenge questions 
o Engaging with support to achieve your target zone 
o Responding to feedback to constantly improve your work 
o Completing your homework tasks on time to high standard 

You show humility when working with others to support them in achieving their best 
You show integrity through not letting others prevent you from doing your best. 

 

 



2. Graduate: Consistently meeting expectations 
Your attitude to learning is good and you show developing ambition through 

o Almost always starting tasks immediately  
o Being fully equipped for almost all lessons 
o Arriving on time to almost all lessons 
o Complete almost all your homework to a good standard 
o You demonstrate developing ambition through putting in 100% effort most of the time, most of your work is completed to the best of your 

ability. 
o You often contribute during lessons.  

3. Graduating with Support: Not meeting expectations 
 

Inconsistent ambition - Graduating with Support 
Your attitude to learning is often good however regularly something has let you down, this could be: 

o You are often not on task all the time and need a reminder to concentrate (verbal warning) 
o You are regularly not fully equipped  
o You often have not completed homework 
o You do not demonstrate ambition through putting in 100% effort 
o You do not contribute throughout the lesson 

 
 

4. Graduating with Support: Not meeting expectations 
 

• Your behaviour for learning requires the teacher to give yellow or red cards. These maybe for lacking integrity through:   
o Not completing work when expected  
o Talking at inappropriate times, using inappropriate language, or shouting out 
o Distracting the learning of others 

• You have a negative effect on the lesson  
• You are often late or absent from class due to red cards 
• You are not showing a desire to improve, 
• You are not completing homework 

 



 

Reflection 1 WC 7th February Reflection 2 WC 28th February 
Which lessons have you met or exceeded expectations 
on the last 2 weeks? 
 
 
 

Which lessons have you met or exceeded expectations 
on the last 2 weeks? 
 

What did you do in these lessons to achieve that? Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 
Which targets did you achieve last week? 

What average ambition grade would you give yourself 
for the last 2 weeks? 
 
5 4 3 2 1 

 

What average ambition grade would you give yourself 
for the last 2 weeks? 
 
5 4 3 2 1 

 

Select at least 3 targets for the next 2 weeks 
 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 

Select at least 3 targets for the next 2 weeks 
 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 



Progress Capture 2 
 
Stick in your progress capture sticker here  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Describe where you are doing well in school. 
 
 
 
 
How are you doing this? 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Responding to 
feedback 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Completing all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earning ichoose 
golds 

Doing additional 
homework 

Asking more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Reading magnus 
canon books 

 

Set yourself 4 targets to improve this cycle. 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 



Reflection 1 WC 14th March  Reflection 2 WC 28th March 
Which lessons have you met or exceeded expectations 
on the last 2 weeks? 
 
 
 

Which lessons have you met or exceeded expectations 
on the last 2 weeks? 
 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 
Which targets did you achieve last week? 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 
Which targets did you achieve last week? 

What average ambition grade would you give yourself 
for the last 2 weeks? 
 
5 4 3 2 1 

 

What average ambition grade would you give yourself 
for the last 2 weeks? 
 
5 4 3 2 1 

 

Select at least 3 targets for the next 2 weeks 
 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 

Select at least 3 targets for the next 2 weeks 
 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 

 



Reflection 1 WC 25th April End of Cycle reflection 
Which lessons have you met or exceeded expectations 
on the last 2 weeks? 
 
 
 

Describe what you have done to improve your 
ambition grades and progress grades this cycle 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 
Which targets did you achieve last week? 
What average ambition grade would you give yourself 
for the last 2 weeks? 
 
5 4 3 2 1 

 

What help do you need to improve? 

Select at least 3 targets for the next 2 weeks 
 

Be fully equipped 
for lessons 

Attend an after-
school club 

100% attendance Ask for help to 
improve work 

Complete all 
homework 

Avoid verbal 
warnings 

Earn 5 ichoose 
golds 

Represent the 
school in sport 

Ask more 
questions  

No yellow or red 
cards 

Revise for an 
assessment  

Make an 
appreciation  

 

What do you find difficult that is stopping you 
improving? 

 



Year 9 — English (‘Animal Farm’) 

2.  Subject Terminology  

Term Definition 

Allegory 

A story with two meanings. It has a literal meaning, which is what actually 

happens in the story. But it also has a deeper meaning. The deeper meaning 

is often a moral. It teaches you a lesson about life. 

Tyrant 

Someone who has total power and uses it in a cruel and unfair way. A 

tyranny is a situation in which a leader or government has too much power 

and uses that power in a cruel and unfair way. 

Rebellion 
A rebellion is a situation in which people fight against those who are in 

charge of them. 

Harvest The time when crops are cut and collected from fields. 

Corrupt 
When people use their power in a dishonest way order to make life better 

for themselves. 

Propaganda 
Information that is meant to make people think a certain way. The 

information may not be true. 

Cult of 

personality 

A cult of personality is where a leader convinces people to worship him or 

her, and treat them like a god. 

Treacherous 
If you betray someone who trusts you, you could be described as 

treacherous. 

1.  Key contextual information about ‘Animal Farm’ 

‘Animal Farm’ was written in 1945 by George Orwell. 

Orwell was a British journalist and author, who wrote two of the most famous political 

novels of the 20th century 'Animal Farm' and 'Nineteen Eighty-Four'.  

George Orwell wrote ’Animal Farm’ to show the world how cruel leaders take advantage of 

ordinary working people. 

In 1917 the Russian people rebelled against their leader, Tsar Nicholas II. This event was 
known as the Russian Revolution. The characters and events in ‘Animal Farm’ are an allegory 
for the events of the Russian Revolution. 

The leaders of the Rebellion represent the leaders of the Russian Revolution  

 Farmer Jones: The character of Jones is an allegory for Tsar Nicholas II. The people of 
Russia start the Russian Revolution to throw out Nicholas II, just like the animals 
threw out Farmer Jones.  

 Napoleon: The character of Napoleon is an allegory for Joseph Stalin. 

 Snowball: The character of Snowball is an allegory for Leon Trotsky.  

 Old Major: The character of Old Major combines the ideas of Karl Marx and Lenin. 

The idea of Animalism is an allegory for communism. In both Animalism and communism, 

the workers are treated fairly and everything is shared equally between the people.  

3. Characters 

Napoleon: ‘a large, rather fierce-looking 
Berkshire boar, the only Berkshire on the farm, 
not much of a talker, but with a reputation for 
getting his own way.’ 

Snowball: ‘a more vivacious pig than 
Napoleon, quicker in speech and more 
inventive, but was not considered to have 
the same depth of character.’ 

Squealer: ‘He was a brilliant talker, and 
when he was arguing some difficult point he 
had a way of skipping from side to side and 
whisking his tail which was somehow very 
persuasive. The others said of Squealer that he 
could turn black into white.’ 

Boxer: ‘an enormous beast, nearly 
eighteen hands high, and as strong as any 
two ordinary horses put together… in fact 
he was not of first-rate intelligence, but he 
was universally respected for his steadiness 
of character and tremendous powers of 
work.’ 

4.  The Seven Commandments 

1 Whatever goes upon two legs is an enemy. 

2 Whatever goes upon four legs, or has wings, is a friend. 

3 No animal shall wear clothes. 

4 No animal shall sleep in a bed. 

5 No animal shall drink alcohol. 

6 No animal shall kill any other animal. 

7 All animals are equal. 



Year 9 — Mastery  

 Sentences and Clauses  

The subject of a sentence is who or what is doing the main action. 

Main verbs tell what the subject was doing. 

An incomplete sentence is a mistake called a fragment. 

An independent clause is a group of words that: 
1. contains a subject  
2. contains a verb 
3. expresses a complete idea 

A subordinate clause. It doesn’t express a complete idea, but it still has a 

verb and a subject. 

Temporal clauses are about when it happened. 

Prepositional phrases are parts of sentences and add information to the 

independent clause. They do not make sense on their own. 

Fused sentences occur when we join them with no punctuation 

whatsoever.  

 Mastery Checks    

Check 1:  Capital letters and full 

stops.  

Check 2:  Tenses Check 3: Punctuation Check 4: Paragraphs 

 Have you used capital letters at 

the start of your sentences? 

 Have you used capital letters 

for all proper nouns? 

 Have you used capital letters in 

the title and date? 

 Have you remained in the 

same tense? 

 Have you used the appropri-

ate tense? 

 Have you put full stops at the 

end of your sentences? 

 Have you used commas accu-

rately? 

 Have you written in paragraphs 

for each new subject? 

 Have you indented your para-

graphs, leaving two finger spaces 

after the margin before writing 

your first sentence? 

2. Tenses 

Past simple 
The past simple tense is used to show that the action is in the past 

and has finished.  E.g. He sneezed. 

Past perfect 
In the past perfect tense we write the word ‘had’ before the past 

participle of a verb.  E.g. “He had sneezed.’ 

Present  The action  is happening now. E.g. He is sneezing.  



Year 9 — English – Creative Writing  

1. Structure 

Create an emotive setting Big picture. 

Specific parts of the setting are zoomed in on. 

Emotive description. 

Imagery. 

Imagery to describe a character Use of the three part metaphor to describe a character. 

Consider the character stationary and moving. 

Include emotive description. 

Focus on the one thing that hap-

pened next. 

Make it logical. 

Be consistent. 

Write about the next moment. 

3. Key Vocabulary: Writing 

Term Definition 

Emotions 
a strong feeling deriving from one's circumstances, mood, or 

relationships with others.  

Emotive 

description 
A description of something that makes people feel strong emotions. 

Imagery Visually descriptive or figurative language. 

Metaphor 

A metaphor is a way of describing something where you compare it to 

something it is not. It is made of three parts: the tenor, vehicle and 

ground. 

Tenor The thing you want to try and describe to your audience. 

Vehicle 
The imaginative idea you compare the tenor with to help your reader 

understand it. This is the ‘made up’ bit. 

Ground The things the tenor and the vehicle have in common. 

4. The three parts of a metaphor 

In mid-leap frogs are parachutists falling in a free fall. 

1. Tenor   The frog is the thing being described. 

2. Vehicle   The frog is being compared to a parachutist. 

3. Ground/s   Both fly through the air with their arms and legs stretched out. Both look ex-

citing and dramatic. 

The knoll where they were lying gave them a wide prospect across the countryside. They 

could see the long pasture stretching down in front of them, the spinney, and the 

mowed fields where the young grass was thick and green. It was a clear spring evening. 

The grass and the bursting hedges were gilded by the level rays of the sun. Never had 

the farm appeared to the animals so desirable a place. 

The sun glimmers on the hedges. The use 

of imagery to describe the weather here 

helps to create the mood of hope. 

2. An emotive description from Animal Farm 

The view is described here to show how significant 

it is to the animals who are looking at it. This is a 

focus on the big picture. 

 
The grass is described as ‘thick’ and 

‘green’ which means it is healthy and 

thriving. A specific detail is zoomed in 

on here. 



 Mathematics Probability and Trigonometry 

 Subject Terminology 

Frequency How many times an event occurs 

Category A classification or group 

Probability How likely an event is to occur, expressed as 
a value between 0 and 1 

Hypotenuse The longest side of a right angled triangle 
Opposite The side directly across from the angle  

Adjacent The shorter side of a triangle that forms the 
angle being calculated with 

Trigonometry The study of lengths and angles in triangles 

Substitute To replace variables with numerical values in 
an expression or equation 

Inverse The opposite of an operation or function, ie 
the inverse of addition is subtraction 

Two Way Tables 

 

A Two Way Table sorts data to show the frequency of each 
category quickly and easily. In this table the probability that a 

year 8 student is a boy is  
45

45+32
 = 45

77
 

Sample Space 

A sample space diagram is a way of recording all the outcomes of two events. 
The sample space below records all the possible outcomes when 2 four-sided 

spinners are spun and their totals multiplied together. 

 
 

Pythagoras’ Theorem 

a2 + b2 = c2 : This formula states 
that the square of the hypotenuse 

of a right angled triangle is equal to 
the sum of the squares of the other 

two sides. 

 

In the example above, substitute 

the values into a2 + b2 = c2. 

52 + 122 = 169 
√169 = 13 

Right-angled Trigonometry 

  

 

5cm 

12cm 
13cm 

SOHCAHTOA 
These ratios 
connect the 
sides and angles 
of right angled 
triangles.  

 



Paper 1 Subject: Science - Biology Topic: B2  Cell Division

Subject 
Terminology

Definition

Stem cell
Undifferentiated cells that have the ability to specialize into 
any cell type.

Differentiation
When an unspecialized cell becomes a more specialized cell 
type.

Meiosis
Two stage process of cell division that reduces the 
chromosome number of daughter cells. It is involved in 
making gametes.

Mitosis
Part of the cell cycle where one set of new chromosomes is 
pulled to each end of the cell forming two identical nuclei 
during cell division.

Gamete Sex cells. E.g. sperm and eggs

Cell Cycle
The stages that a cell goes through as it is growing and 
dividing.

Meristem A region in plant shoots and roots where cells are dividing.
Clone Genetically identical to the parent.
Zygote A fertilized egg cell.

Stem Cells in Plants 

Cells of the meristem can 
differentiate to produce 
all types of plant cells at 
any time during the life of 
the plant.

The main meristems are 
close to the tip of the 
shoot, and the tip of the 
root.

The Cell Cycle

Mitosis
Clinical issues
• No guarantee stem cell therapy works.
• Difficult to find suitable stem cell donors.
• Difficult to obtain and store a patient’s embryonic stem cells.

Ethical issues
• A source of embryonic stem cells is unused embryos produced by in 

vitro fertilisation (IVF)
• Is it right to create embryos for therapy, and destroy them in the 

process? 
• Embryos could come to be viewed as a commodity, and not as an 

embryo that could develop into a person. 
• At what stage of its development should an embryo be regarded as, 

and treated as a person?

Social issues
• The public needs educating about what stem cells can, and can't do, is 

important.
• Do the benefits of stem cell use outweigh the objections?
• The research is being carried out by commercial clinics, so reported 

successes are not subject to peer review. 
• Patients could be exploited by paying for expensive treatments and 

being given false hope of a cure as stem cell therapies are only in their 
developmental stages.

Stem Cell Issues



Paper 1 Subject: Science - Biology Topic: B3 Organisation and The Digestive System

Subject 
Terminology

Definition

Cells
A cell is the structural unit of all living organisms. 
E.g. sperm, muscle, egg

Tissues
A tissue is a group of cells with similar structure and function 
working together.
e.g. nervous, mesophyll, muscle

Organs
An organ is a group of tissues that work together to carry out 
important functions 
e.g. heart, lungs, liver, leaf, flower

Organ System

Different organs are grouped into organ systems to carry out 
major functions in the body

e.g. digestive, reproductive, respiratory

Enzymes
Biological catalysts that speed up reactions without being 
used up in the process.

Denature The enzymes structure and function has been altered.

Digestive EnzymesDigestive System

The inner wall of the small intestine has 
adaptation so that substances pass across it 
quickly and efficiently:
•it has a thin wall, just one cell thick
•it has many tiny villi to give a really 
big surface area. They also contain 
blood capillaries to carry away the absorbed 
food molecules.

Villi adaptations

Enzyme Substrate End-products Where 
produced

Salivary 
amylase Starch Maltose Salivary glands

Protease Protein Amino acids Stomach, 
pancreas

Lipase Lipids (fats 
and oils)

Fatty acids 
and glycerol Pancreas

Pancreatic 
amylase Starch Maltose Pancreas

Maltase Maltose Glucose Small intestine

Enzymes and the 
effect of 

temperature and 
pH

Oesophagus



Paper 1 Subject: Science - Biology Topic: B4 Organising Animals and Plants

Subject 
Terminology

Definition

Ventilation
the medical word for breathing, the 
mechanism by which air enters and leaves the 
body

Artery

Blood vessel that carries blood away from the 
heart (always oxygenated apart from the 
pulmonary artery which goes from the heart 
to the lungs)

Vein

Blood vessel that carries blood to the heart 
(always deoxygenated apart from the 
pulmonary vein which goes from the lungs to 
the heart)

CHD
Coronary heart disease, a condition where the 
coronary arteries are blocked or narrowed.

Composition of Blood

Component Function(s)

Plasma Transporting carbon dioxide, digested 
food, urea, hormones and heat

Red blood cells Transporting oxygen

White blood 
cells

Ingesting pathogens and producing 
antibodies

Platelets Involved in blood clotting

Structure of the Heart

Structure of Blood Vessels

Treatments for CHD

Stents are metal 
grids that  are used 
to widen a 
narrowed artery to 
allow blood to flow.

Statins are taken by 
people to lower the 
amount of 
cholesterol in the 
blood. This prevents 
cholesterol building 
up in the arteries.

Bypass surgery is 
when doctors use 
parts of veins from 
other parts of the 
body to replace the 
blocked coronary 
artery.



Paper 1 Subject: Science - Biology Topic: B4 Organising Animals and Plants

Subject 
Terminology

Definition

Transpiration

the loss of water vapour from plant leaves by 
evaporation of water at the surfaces of the 
mesophyll cells followed by diffusion of water 
vapour through the stomata

Xylem
transport water and minerals (pronounced: zi-
lem) from the roots to the stem and leaves

Phloem
transport food materials (mainly sucrose and 
amino acids) (pronounced: flow-em)

Transpiration StreamXylem and PhloemStructure of a leaf

Feature Function

Large surface area allows faster diffusion of gases across the surface

Thin walls ensures diffusion distances remain short

Good blood supply maintain a high concentration gradient so diffusion occurs faster

Lungs

Gas Exchange in 
Alveoli

Features of effective exchange surfaces



Paper 1 Subject: Science - Chemistry Topic: C1 Atomic structure 

Key Word Definition

Atom the smallest part of an element that can exist.

Element a substance that consists of only one type of atom and it 
cannot be broken.

Compound 
two or more elements chemically combined in fixed 
proportions.

Mixture 
two or more elements or compounds not
chemically combined together.

Isotopes
are atoms of the same element that contain the same number 
of protons and electrons but a different number of neutrons.

Relative atomic mass
an average value that takes account of the abundance of the 
isotopes of the element.

Using the periodic table 
Relative electrical charges of 
subatomic particles

Isotopes 

Electron shell diagrams

Atoms react to gain a 
stable electron 
configuration. This 
means they want full 
outer shells of 
electrons. 

The first 
electron 
shell can 
hold two 
electrons

The second 
electron 
shell can 
hold eight 
electrons

The third 
electron 
shell can 
hold eight 
electrons

Isotopes of the same element have the 
same chemical properties but different 
physical properties

The relative masses of protons, 
neutrons and electrons are:

Development of the atomic theory

J.J Thompsons's discovery of the electron 
led to the plum pudding model of the
atom.

Bohr discovered that electrons orbit the 
nucleus.

Chadwick provided the evidence
to show the existence of neutrons within 
the nucleus



Paper 1 Subject: Science - Chemistry Topic: C2 the periodic table

Key Word Definition

Noble
gases

The elements in Group 0 of the periodic table

Alkali metals The elements in Group 1 of the periodic table

Halogens The elements in Group 7 of the periodic table

Displacement
reaction

A chemical reaction in which a more reactive element 
takes the place of a less reactive element from its 
compound

The periodic table of elements 

Metal and non metal atoms

The development of the periodic table

Elements 
with similar 
properties 
are in
columns,
known as 
groups. 
These 
elements 
have the 
same 
number of 
electrons in 
their outer 
shell.

Period: These are the 
horizontal rows that 
show the number of 
shells of electrons an 
atom has and are 
numbered from 1 – 7

1. Scientists originally attempted to classify the elements by arranging them in order of their atomic weights.

2. Some elements were placed in inappropriate groups as the strict order of atomic weights was followed.

3. Mendeleev overcame some of the problems by leaving gaps for elements that he thought had not been discovered.

4. Elements with properties predicted by Mendeleev were discovered and filled the gaps. 

5. Knowledge of isotopes made it possible to explain why the order based on atomic weights was not always correct.

• In Group 0, the elements are unreactive. 
• In Group 7, the reactivity of the elements decreases going down the group.
• In Group 1, the reactivity of the elements increases going down the group.

Trends in reactivity 

Elements in the modern periodic 
table are arranged in order of proton 
number



Half-Term 4            History       Topic: Surgery – Medicine through Time. 
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medieval (1250 – 1500) Surgery 
The Middle Ages was a period of intense warfare. This gave field surgeons the opportunity to practice and to develop 
new theories and techniques. However, because of the lack of effective antiseptics and anaesthetics, surgery remained 
basic and a last resort. 
Surgical training: Barber surgeons were surgeons who learned through apprenticeships and who didn’t go to 

university. Many surgeons gained experience on the battlefield as field surgeons. 
Available treatments: Barber surgeons could perform minor surgery, such as bloodletting, removing small 

tumours or deal with dislocated limbs. 
Most ordinary people avoided surgery as much as possible. 
Battlefield surgery usually involved amputation although it did develop in some areas, such 
as removal of arrowheads. 

Dealing with Pain: Some herbal anaesthetics, such a mandrake, opium and hemlock were used. 
Dosage was difficult to get right, making their use dangerous. 
Usually the patient was held down and operations were performed as quickly as possible. 

Dealing with infection: Most medieval surgeons believed that pus was a sign of healing. 
Dealing with blood loss Most major wounds were closed using cauterisation which was extremely painful. 

Islamic surgeon, Abulcasis, began to use ligatures to tie vessels shut.  

Renaissance (1500 – 1700) Surgery  
The Renaissance was a period of frequent warfare. This gave many field surgeons the chance to practice and develop 
new techniques. However, during this period effective anaesthetics and anti-septic’s were still unavailable. As a result 
for most ordinary people surgery remained basic and a last resort. 
There was significant progress in anatomy and dissection due to the work of individuals such as Vesalius and Harvey. 
Many of the advances spread due to the printing press, which allowed books to be published quickly and cheaply. 
Andreas Vesalius – Professor of Surgery at the University 
of Padua in Italy. Contributed to the development of 
anatomy. 

Ambroise Pare – French Royal surgeon who started his 
career as an apprentice in a hospital and a field surgeon. 

Vesalius dissected humans and proved Galen wrong. He 
published a book called ‘On the Fabric of the Human 
Body’ 1543 which used realism to accurately show the 
skeleton. 
Many English surgeons were influenced by his books. 
 

Gunshot wounds were relatively new and treated with 
boiling oil – 1537 Pare accidentally discovered a more 
effective way of treating them using egg whites, turpentine 
and rose oil. 
He promoted the use of ligatures to tie closed blood 
vessels and he developed prosthetic limbs for the wounded 

Modern (1900 - ) Surgery 
Impact of World War One on 
Medicine 

- Between 1914 and 1918 
most of the countries in 
Europe were involved in 
WW1. 

- New weapons such as 
mustard gas and 
grenades were developed, 
casing new injuries. 

Surgery –  
- X-rays were already being used, but they were in hospitals 

and could be unreliable. During the war, x-rays were made 
more reliable and mobile x-ray units were invented. 

- Blood transfusions were already possible but during WW1, it 
was discovered that Sodium Citrate could be used to store 
blood over a long period of time. 

- Harold Gillies (an army surgeon) worked with injured soldiers 
to develop techniques for plastic surgery. In particular, he 
focused on skin grafts. 

- The army leg (The Thomas Splint) splint was developed, 
which held broken bones in place while they healed. 

Impact of World War Two on 
Medicine 

- Between 1939 and 1945 
most of the countries in 
Europe went to war again. 

- Further weapons were 
developed during this 
period and medical 
technology developed with 
it. 

Surgery  - 
- Archibald McIndoe developed plastic surgery further through 

his experiments on the ‘guinea pig club’ at Queen Victoria’s 
Hospital in London. 

- The logistics surrounding blood transfusion became much 
more advanced. By 1945 the Blood Transfusion Service was 
efficient, storing blood and transporting it to where it was 
needed. 

- American surgeon Dwight Harken began removing bullets and 
shrapnel from hearts, pioneering the first heart surgery. 

C18th – C19th (1700 – 1900) Surgery 
Role of Individuals: Effective Anaesthetics in the 19th 

Century 
Anti-Septic Surgery 

John Hunter – 1728 - 1793 
 

• He was a physician and a 
surgeon. 

• He worked as a field surgeon. 
• He focused on advancing 

anatomical knowledge through 
dissection. 

• He wrote several different 
books about anatomy and 
disease. 

• He experimented with ways to 
avoid surgery by diverting 
blood vessels. 

• Demonstrated the importance 
of the scientific method. 

Anaesthetics existed before the 19th 
century, but they were often 
dangerous or ineffective. 
Even as effective anaesthetics were 
developed some people objected to 
their use. 
 
1842 – Ether used for a successful 
tooth extraction. However, … Ether 
was difficult to inhale, highly 
flammable and could cause vomiting. 
 
1847: James Simpson was testing 
different substances and accidently 
discovered Chloroform. Queen 
Victoria used it during the birth of her 
son in 1853 and she recommend it. 

Joseph Lister read Pasteur’s paper 
on Germ Theory and used it to 
develop anti septic surgery.  
Lister argued that it didn’t matter if 
wounds were exposed to air and 
oxygen, (questioned both miasma 
and spontaneous generation.) 
Instead, Lister argued that infection 
occurred when the skin was broken 
and germs got into the wound. 
Lister discovered that using bandage 
soaked in Carbolic Acid could stop 
infections. 
Lister also proved that anti-septic 
methods could work in operating 
theatres. The acid could be sprayed 
in the air, on the surgeons’ hands, 
on bandages and on the 
instruments. 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Field surgeon A surgeon who works on the battlefield 

Blood letting Removing blood from the body to balance the four humours 
Anti-septic surgery Destroying germs which come in contact with wounds. 
Aseptic surgery Trying to avoid germs coming into contact with wounds. 
Anaesthetic Something which makes a patient unconscious or causes insensitivity to pain. 
Amputation Removing a limb through surgery. 
Invasive Surgery Surgery which goes deep into the body, often involving vital organs. 
Compound fracture An injury when a broken bone pierces the skin 
Blood Transfusion When lost blood is replaced 
Skin graft The transfer of skin from one area of the body to another. 
Cauterisation Burning a wound shut, often with a hot iron. 
Ligatures A thread which is used to tie blood vessels closed. 
Anatomy The knowledge of the body and how it works. 
Dissection Cutting up the body in order to find out or explain how it works. 

 

The three main problems in surgery were: 

Pain – Pain relief was not discovered during the medieval period. Pain was a serious problem as it could cause people to 
go into shock and die. Main way to try and numb the pain was to give patients alcohol so they would not be conscious. 

Infection – Germ Theory not understood in medieval period, therefore surgeons’ areas were not kept clean and their 
tools would not be cleaned in-between patients. There overalls were often covered in the blood of previous patients 
which would have been spreading germs and causing infection. Many wounds became septic and patients died. 

Blood Loss – In war, limbs were often amputated to avoid infection setting into the injury. The problem with amputation 
was how to control and stop the bleeding once the limb had been removed. A common way to stop the bleeding was to 
boil oil and ladle it over the wound or to use cauterisation, use a heated iron to burn and close. 



Half-Term 5        HISTORY – Norman England 1066 - c1100     Life under the Normans (Part 2)   
  

 

Fuedal System: 
William declared himself the owner of all the land in 
England. Everyone else was his tenant. If you rented 
land directly from the King you were a tennant in chief. 
They would then rent that land to others through 

subinfeudation. 
William dealt with 
difficult areas like 
the Welsh border 
by creating 
Marcher Lords 
with special 
powers such as 
waging war. 
 

Domesday Book: 
In 1086 William commissioned a survey to find out 
exactly what he had conqured. This became known as 
the Domesday Book (meaning judgement day). 
It tells us who owned the land and how much wealth 
they had. 
It showed William owned 20%, the church 25%, 10 
tenants in chief held another 25% between them. The 
final 30% was held by about 170 people. This was 
about the same as before the conqeust.  
The difference is that the land now belonged to 
Normans: 250 Barons, with 2000 knights and about 
10,000 settlers ruled over an Anglo-Saxon population of 
about 2 million. 

Law and Order 
The Normans kept most of the Anglo-Saxon legal system 
intact, although they did make some changes. Large 
earldoms were broken up into saller ones with their own 
courts. Primogeniture was introduced meaning the 
eldest son inherited the fathers land. Murdrum fines 
were introudced meaning if a Norman was attaacked or 
injured then everyone in the area where the crimnial lived 
would be punished. Trial by Ordeal such as fire or water 
contineud. Ordeal by Combat was added. Forest Laws 
meant anyone caught hunting in forest could be find, 
mutialtied or killed. 

Peasants 
A pesants life was dictated by the seasons. Spring was 
for planting seeds, summer; harvesting crops, Autumn; 
ploughing fields, and winter was for surviving. 
Peasants worked from sunrise to sunset. 
Not all peasants were farmers – some were brewers or 
millers. Other important people were Reeves, Bailliffs 
and Priests. 
Peasants had to work for the Lord at least 1 day a 
week, sometimes up to 5 days. They paid taxes to the 
Lord and a titihe (10% of all farm produce) to the 
Church. 

How William kept control: 
 

• Military Force 
William used force where necessary; he was a feared 
and respected warrior. 
He forced people to submit to him on his way from 
Hastings to London, by destroyed their homes and 
farms. 
He dealt with rebellions harshly. (read the Harrying of 
the North!!!). 
Using force made people afraid to challenge his rule. 

• Motte and Bailey Castles 
These were a quick way for the Normans to gain 
control. These were unknown in England and had a 
strong impact, people felt dominated by the Normans. 
They were built in strategic positions (coast, river 
crossings, higher ground) and kept the local population 
under survelliance. 
M&B castles were made of wood with strong defences. 
A ditch surrounded the castle, as well as a palisade. On 
top of the motte was a Keep (wooden tower) which was 
a look-out over the local area. 

 • Landholding 

Land was taken off Anglo-Saxons and given to Normans, who 
were less likely to rebel. By 1087 less than 5% of land was 
held by Anglo-Saxons. 

3 ways of taking land: forfeit; land grabs; creating new 
earldoms.William owned all of the land in the country – Anglo-
Saxons had to pay to keep using it. When a landholder died 
without an heir, the land went back to William. 

 

Villages 
Life in the village did not change much. 
Peasants lived in cottages, farmed strips of land and 
grazed their animals on common land. They grew wheat, 
oats, barley and rye. Land was clearly divdied between 
houses, farm land, pasture for animals and woodland. 
The Church was the most important building. Built out 
of stone it provided religious services, a bell to 
signal the start and end of the day, storagae for 
goods, a prison and even act as a fortress. 
Open field system – fields were divided into strips that 
were divided between peasants, with 25% kept for the 
Lord. Peasants had to pay rent to the lord in the form of 
crops or money. 

Towns  
 

The Norans encouraged the growth of towns to improve trade. 
London had 10,000 inhabitants. Norwich, York and Lincoln had 
around 5000. New cathedrals were also built. 
Wool trade – wool was in great demand for making clothes. It was 
often exported abroad. 
Guilds – members of crafts would band together to form guilds. E.g. 
weavers, bakers, butchers. 
Markets and fairs – Markets could only be held if a francise had 
been granted by the King. 2800 grants were given. Fairs were major 
events with lots of trade and entertainment. 

The Harrying of the North 

In January 1069, Norman Earl Robert of Commines 
was murdered by English rebels and Edgar the 
Aetheling had attacked the city of York. Alongside this, 
Vikings had invaded in the Summer, joined with the 
English army and captured the castle at York after 
defeating a Norman army. 
 
William paid for the Vikings to leave and laid waste to 
the areas around York, burning and salting the fields 
and killing all living creatures. It was recorded that 80% 
of Yorkshire became uncultivated and unpopulated. 
 
Estimated 100,000 people died. Many Anglo-Danes 
killed meaning North no longer a suitable place for 
Danish Invasion – key turning point for William.  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Anglo-Norman A mix of the Norman and English languages which became the official language of 
England  

Charter A written royal order 

Feudal incidents Laws about the inheritance of land which enabled the Norman kings to gain more 
power and money. 

Primogeniture A process where the eldest son inherited the land and title from his father. 

Trial by ordeal Using cold water or hot iron to see whether someone who is accused of a crime is 
guilty 

Murdrum Fines If a Norman earl was murdered then the entire area where that criminal lived 
would be fined. 

Domesday Survey A survey carried out in 1085 to give William a full account of land ownership in 
England. 

Harrying Devastation (ruining) of the North in 1070 

Keep Secure building which housed the Norman earls or those important people that 
needed shelter! 

Motte and Bailey A Noman castle design with a strongly defended mound and surrounding living 
area. 

 

Rebellions against the Normans 
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Human factors affecting development  

Politics  Trade 

• Aid can help some 
countries develop key 
services and 
infrastructure faster. 

• Aid can improve projects 
such as schools, 
hospitals and roads.  

• Too much reliance on 
aid might stop other 
trade links becoming 
established.   

• Countries that export more 
than they import have a 
trade surplus. This can 
improve the national 
economy.  

• Having good trade 
relationships. 

• Trading goods and services 
is more profitable than raw 
materials.  

Education Health 

• Education creates a 
skilled workforce 
meaning more goods 
and services are 
produced.  

• Educated people earn 
more money, meaning 
they also pay more 
taxes. This money can 
help develop the 
country in the future.  

• Lack of clean water and 
poor healthcare means a 
large number of people 
suffer from diseases.  

• People who are ill cannot 
work so there is little 
contribution to the 
economy.  

• More money on healthcare 
means less spent on 
development.  

Aid History 

• Corruption in local and 
national governments.  

• The stability of the 
government can affect 
the country’s ability to 
trade.  

• Ability of the country to 
invest into services and 
infrastructure.  

• Colonialism has helped 
Europe develop, but 
slowed down development 
in many other countries.  

• Countries that went 
through industrialisation a 
while ago, have now 
develop further. 

What is development? 

Development is an improvement in living standards 
through better use of resources.  

Economic  This is progress in economic growth 
through levels of industrialisation and 
use of technology.  

Social  This is an improvement in people’s 
standard of living. For example, clean 
water and electricity.  

Environmental  This is advances in the management 
and protection of the environment. 

Physical factors affecting development  

Natural Resources Natural Hazards 

• Fuel sources such as 
oil. 

• Minerals and metals 
for fuel.  

• Availability for 
timber. 

• Access to safe 
water. 

• Risk of tectonic 
hazards. 

• Benefits from 
volcanic material 
and floodwater. 

• Frequent hazards 
undermines 
redevelopment. 

Climate Location/Terrain 

• Reliability of rainfall 
to benefit farming.  

• Extreme climates 
limit industry and 
affects health. 

• Climate can attract 
tourists.  

• Landlocked 
countries may find 
trade difficult.  

• Mountainous 
terrain makes 
farming difficult.  

• Attractive scenery 
attracts tourists.  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Development an improvement in living standards 
through better use of resources 

Uneven development When levels of development vary 
between and within countries 

Trade the buying and selling of goods and 
services 

Debt money that a person, organisation or 
country owes 

Foreign investment when a company in one country invests in 
resources or buys into a company in 
another country 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) the total value of the goods and services 
produced by a country over a period of 
time 
 Human Development Index (HDI) a measurement of development based on 
the indicators of wealth, health and 
education 
 Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) minimum acceptable standards of living 
agreed by world leaders from 189 
countries in 2000 to cut world poverty 
by half in 2015 
 Sustainable development Economic, social and environmental 
development to meet people’s needs now 
without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their needs 
 Trans-national company (TNC) A large company that operates in more 
than one country 

 



Case Study Information: Zambia Development 
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Opinions 
Opinion Infinitive Nouns Connective  Qualifier Adjective 

J’adore = I love aller aux magasins = to go shopping aux centres commerciaux = in shopping 
centres 
aux chaînes des magasins = in chain 
stores 
au centre-ville = in the town centre 
aux grands magasins = in department 
stores 
aux boutiques de créateurs = in 
designer shops 
aux magasins d’occasion = in 
secondhand shops 
sur Internet = on the Internet 

because it’s 
car c’est 
parce que c’est 
à cause de = because of 
grâce à = 
thanks to 

un peu = a bit 
 
assez = quite 
très = very 
trop = too 

amusant  = fun 
(dés)agréable = (un)pleasant 
propre = clean  
sale = dirty 
divertissant = entertaining 
animé = lively 
économique = economical 
pratique = practical 
cher = expensive 
pas cher/bon marché = cheap 
difficile = difficult 
facile = easy 
magnifique = magnificent 
génial = great 
(in)confortable = (un)comfortable 
fantastique  = fantastic 
reposant = relaxing 
ennuyeux = boring 

J’apprécie = I appreciate  
Je m’intéresse à = I’m interested in  
Je préfère = I prefer faire des courses = to shop 

 
faire du shopping = to do the 
shopping 

J’aime beaucoup = I really like  
Je suis fasciné par = I am fascinated by  
J’aime = I like  
Je m’en fiche de = I don’t care  
Je n’aime pas = I don’t like  
Je n’aime pas du tout = I really don’t 
like 

 

Ça me dérange = It bothers me  
Je déteste = I hate  
Je ne supporte pas = I cannot 
stand/bear 

 

Future / Conditional 
Verb Infinitive Noun Adjective 

Je voudrais  = I would like to 
J’aimerais = I would like to 
J’aimerais bien  =  I would love to 
Je préférerais  =  I prefer to 
Je serais fasciné de = I would be fascinated to 
Je serais interessé à = I would be interested to  
Je ne voudrais pas  = I wouldn’t like to 
Je ne serais pas interessé à  = I wouldn’t be 
interested to 
Je ne serais pas fascine de = I wouldn’t be fascinated 
to  
Je ne voudrais pas être = I would not like to be 

acheter = to buy 
essayer  = to try on 
revenir = to return 
échanger = to exchange 

un pull = a jumper 
une robe = a dress 
un costume = a suit 
une casquette= a baseball cap 
une jupe = a skirt 
une chemise= a shirt 
un t-shirt = a t-shirt 
une cravate = a tie 
une veste = a jacket 
un pantalon = trousers 
des chaussures = shoes 
des chaussettes = socks 
un jean = jeans 
des bottes = boots 
des baskets = trainers 

blanc /blanche / blancs / blanches = white 
noir / noire / noirs / noires = black 
rouge / rouge / rouges / rouges = red 
jaune / jaune / jaunes / jaunes = yellow 
violet / violette / violets / violettes = purple 
bleu / bleue / bleus / bleues = blue 
marron = brown 
gris / grise / gris / grises = grey 
vert / verte / verts / vertes = green 
orange / oranges = orange 
rose / roses = pink 
imprimé / imprimée / imprimés / imprimées = patterned 
rayé / rayée / rayés / rayées = striped 
à carreaux = checked 



 

 

 

 

Past tense – Imperfect and Perfect 
Time Expression Verb Noun Connective Verb Qualifier Adjective 
Hier = Yesterday 
Avant-hier = The day 
before yesterday 
Hier matin = Yesterday 
morning 
Hier soir = Yesterday 
evening 
La semaine dernière = Last 
week 
Le week-end dernier = 
Last weekend 
L’année dernière = Last 
year 
Il y a deux mois = Two 
months ago 

je suis allé = I went to 
je suis sorti = I went out to 
j’ai fait = I did 
 

aux centres commerciaux = in shopping 
centres 
aux chaînes des magasins = in chain stores 
au centre-ville = in the town centre 
aux grands magasins = in department stores 
aux boutiques de créateurs = in designer 
shops 
aux magasins d’occasion = in secondhand 
shops 
des courses sur Internet = on the Internet 

et = and 
 
mais = but 
 
cependant = however 
 
pourtant = however 
 
en revanche = on the 
other hand 
 
toutefois = however 
 
néanmoins = 
nevertheless 

c’était = it was 
 
je trouvais que c’était = I found that it 
was 
 
je pensais que c’était = I thought that it 
was 
 
je croyais que c’était = I believed that it 
was 
 
je considérais que c’était = I considered 
that it was 
 
ce n’était pas = it was not 

trop = too 
 
très = very 
 
un peu = a bit  
 
assez = quite 
 
vraiment = 
really 
 
extrêmement 
= extremely 

amusant  = fun 
(dés)agréable = (un)pleasant 
propre = clean  
sale = dirty 
divertissant = entertaining 
animé = lively 
économique = economical 
pratique = practical 
cher = expensive 
pas cher/bon marché = cheap 
difficile = difficult 
facile = easy 
magnifique = magnificent 
génial = great 
(in)confortable = 
(un)comfortable 
fantastique  = fantastic 
reposant = relaxing 
ennuyeux = boring 
grand = big 
petit = small 
démodé = unfashionable 
à la mode = fashionable 
chic = smart 

j’ai acheté = I bought 
j’ai essayé = I tried on 
je suis revenu = I returned 
j’ai echangé = I exchanged 

un pull = a jumper 
une robe = a dress 
un costume = a suit 
une casquette= a baseball cap 
une jupe = a skirt 
une chemise= a shirt 
un t-shirt = a t-shirt 
une cravate = a tie 
une veste = a jacket 
un pantalon = trousers 
des chaussures = shoes 
des chaussettes = socks 
un jean = jeans 
des bottes = boots 
des baskets = trainers 



Year 9 HT4 French – Free time activities – Qu’est-ce que tu fais pendant ton temps libre? 

 

 

Present tense 
Verb Time expression Nouns Connective Noun Verb Infinitive Nouns 

Je joue = I play toujours = always aux échecs = chess 
aux cartes = cards mais = but 

je = I préfère = prefer jouer = to play au tennis de table = 
table tennis 

presque toujours = almost 
always 

mon frère = my brother 

préfère = prefers 

aux fléchettes = darts 

Je vais = I go  normalement = normally à la galerie = to the 
gallery 
au musée = to the 
museum 

cependant = however 

ma mère = my mum aller = to go au théâtre = to the 
theatre 

souvent = often mon père = my dad au concert = to the 
concert 

Je sors = I go out généralement = generally avec mes amis = with 
my friends 
avec ma petite amie = 
with my girlfriend 

pourtant = however 

ma cousine = my cousin 
(f) 

manger = to eat la nourriture indienne = 
Indian food 

en général = in general mon frère et moi = my 
brother and I 

préférons = prefer 

la nourriture chinoise = 
Chinese food 

Je fais = I do quelquefois = sometimes des arts martiaux = 
martial arts 
les tâches ménagères = 
household chores 

en revanche = on the 
other hand 

mon grand-père et moi 
= my grandpa and I 

faire = to do les courses = shopping 

parfois = sometimes mon père et moi = my 
dad and I  

les lits = the beds 

Je regarde = I 
watch 

de temps en temps = from 
time to time 

un film d’action = an 
action film 
 
un film d’amour = a 
romantic film 
 

tandis que = whereas 
mes parents = my 
parents 

préfèrent = prefer 

regarder = to watch un film d’aventure = an 
adventure film 
des series = TV series rarement = rarely  mes grands-parents = 

my grandparents ne…jamais = never 
alors que = whilst 

sortir = to go out avec mes grands-
parents = with my 
grandparents 

Opinion Phrases 
Opinion Infinitive Nouns Connective Adjective 

J’adore = I love jouer = to play au football = football 

parce que c’est = because it is  
 

amusant = fun 
J’aime beaucoup = I really like au basket = basketball (des)agréable = (un)pleasant 
J’aime = I like aller = to go au cinéma = to the cinema divertissant = entertaining 
Je m’intéresse à = I am interested in au centre sportif = to the sports centre animé = lively 
Je suis fasciné par = I am fascinated by manger = to eat le fastfood = fast food drôle = funny 
Je m’en fiche de = I don’t care about la nourriture saine = healthy food difficile = difficult 
Ça me dérange de = It annoys me faire = to do mes devoirs = my homework 

car c’est = because it is 
 
puisque c’est = because it is 

facile = easy 
Je n’aime pas = I don’t like de l’escalade = climbing génial = great 
Je n’aime pas du tout = I really don’t 
like 

regarder = to watch un film d’action = an action film cool = cool 

Je déteste = I hate un film d’amour = a romantic film fantastique = fantastic 
Je ne supporte pas = I can’t stand sortir = to go out avec mes cousins = with my cousins reposant = relaxing 

avec mes copains = with my friends ennuyeux = boring 
embêtant = annoying 



avec mes copains = 
with my friends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Past tense – Imperfect and Perfect 
Time Expression Verb Noun Connective Verb Qualifier Adjective 
Hier = Yesterday 
Avant-hier = The day 
before yesterday 
Hier matin = Yesterday 
morning 
Hier soir = Yesterday 
evening 
La semaine dernière = Last 
week 
Le week-end dernier = 
Last weekend 
L’année dernière = Last 
year 
Il y a deux mois = Two 
months ago 

j’ai joué = I played au foot = football 
au rugby = rugby 
au basket = basketball 

et = and 
 
mais = but 
 
cependant = however 
 
pourtant = however 
 
en revanche = on the other 
hand 
 
toutefois = however 
 
néanmoins = nevertheless 

c’était = it was 
 
je trouvais que c’était = I found 
that it was 
 
je pensais que c’était = I thought 
that it was 
 
je croyais que c’était = I believed 
that it was 
 
je considérais que c’était = I 
considered that it was 
 
ce n’était pas = it was not 

trop = too 
 
très = very 
 
un peu = a bit  
 
assez = quite 
 
vraiment = really 
 
extrêmement = 
extremely 

drôle = funny 
amusant(e) = fun 
(dés)agréable = 
(un)pleasant 
ennuyeux(se) = boring 
ambitieux(se) = 
ambitious 
embêtant(e) = annoying 
rapide = fast 
lent = slow 
cool = cool 
génial = great 
fantastique  = fantastic 
reposant = relaxing 
merveilleux = great 
animé = lively 
difficile = difficult 
facile = easy 
divertissant = 
entertaining 

je suis allé = I went au café = to the café 
au centre commercial = to the shopping 
centre 
au centre-ville = to the town centre 

je suis sorti = I went out to avec mes amis = with my friends 
au cinéma = to the cinema 
au centre sportif = to the sports centre 

j’ai fait = I did des courses = the shopping 
du sport = sport 
de l’équtation = horse riding 
de la natation = swimming 

j’ai regardé = I watched un film d’action = an action film 
un film d’amour = a romantic film 

j’ai écouté = I listened de la musique rock = to rock music 
de la musique classique = to classical music 
de la musique pop = to pop music 



Half-Term 5 Subject French Y9 Global Issues   

Qu’est-ce que tu fais pour protéger la planète ? 

Present Tense – Opinion Phrases 

Opinion Infinitive Because In my opinion I think that it is Adjective 

Ça me dérange de = I get annoyed 
Je suis fasciné par = It fascinates me 
Je suis amusé par – I have fun 
Je suis déçu par – It disappoints me 
Je m’en fiche de – I’m not bothered about 
J’apprécie = I appreciate 
Je préfère – I prefer 
Il vaut mieux – it’s worth 
J’en ai marre de – I’m fed up of 
Je suis d’accord avec – I am in favour of 

allumer les lumières – to switch on 
the lights 
cultiver des légumes – to grow 
vegetables 
détruire l’environnement – destroy 
the environment 
éteindre – to switch off 
gaspiller – to waste 
faire du recyclage – to recycle 
sauver de l’eau - to save water 
utiliser les transports en commun – 
to use public transport 
améliorer – to improve 
endommager – to damage 

 
 
parce que 
 
 
 
car 
 
 
puisque 

 
 
à mon avis 
 
 
 
selon moi 
 
 
pour moi 
 
 
en ce qui me concerne 
 

 
 
je pense que c’est 
 
je considère que c’est 
 
je crois que c’est 
 
il me semble que c’est 

drôle = funny 
amusant(e) = fun 
(dés)agréable = (un)pleasant 
ennuyeux(se) = boring 
ambitieux(se) = ambitious 
embêtant(e) = annoying 
rapide = fast 
lent = slow 
cool = cool 
génial = great 
fantastique  = fantastic 
reposant = relaxing 
merveilleux = great 
animé = lively 
difficile = difficult 
facile = easy 
divertissant = entertaining 

 

 

 

Past tense – Imperfect and Perfect 
Time Expression Verb Noun Connective Verb Qualifier Adjective 
Hier = Yesterday 
Avant-hier = The day 
before yesterday 
Hier matin = Yesterday 
morning 
Hier soir = Yesterday 
evening 
La semaine dernière = Last 
week 
Le week-end dernier = 
Last weekend 
L’année dernière = Last 
year 
Il y a deux mois = Two 
months ago 

j’ai éteint = I switched off 
 

les lumières = the lights 
la télévision = the television 

et = and 
 
mais = but 
 
cependant = however 
 
pourtant = however 
 
en revanche = on the other 
hand 
 
toutefois = however 
 
néanmoins = nevertheless 

c’était = it was 
 
je trouvais que c’était = I found 
that it was 
 
je pensais que c’était = I thought 
that it was 
 
je croyais que c’était = I believed 
that it was 
 
je considérais que c’était = I 
considered that it was 
 
ce n’était pas = it was not 

trop = too 
 
très = very 
 
un peu = a bit  
 
assez = quite 
 
vraiment = really 
 
extrêmement = 
extremely 

drôle = funny 
amusant(e) = fun 
(dés)agréable = 
(un)pleasant 
ennuyeux(se) = boring 
ambitieux(se) = 
ambitious 
embêtant(e) = annoying 
rapide = fast 
lent = slow 
cool = cool 
génial = great 
fantastique  = fantastic 
reposant = relaxing 
merveilleux = great 
animé = lively 
difficile = difficult 
facile = easy 
divertissant = 
entertaining 

j’ai cultivé = I grew 
 

des légumes = vegetables 
des arbres = trees 

j’ai utilisé = I used les transports en commun = public transport 
mon vélo = my bike 

je n’ai pas gaspillé = I did not 
waste 

d’énergie = energy 
d’essence = petrol 

j’ai fait = I did du recyclage = some recycling 

j’ai protégé = I protected l’environnement = the environment 
les habitats naturels = natural habitats 

j’ai recyclé = I recycled les emballages = packaging 
les bouteilles = bottles 

j’ai jeté = I threw away les déchets = rubbish 
les ordures = rubbish 

 

Threshold Concept Link(s): Expressing opinions, expressing 
ideas in the past and future tenses 



 

Future Tense – If Clauses 
If clause starter Verb Noun Connective In my opinion I think that it is Adjective 
Si j’ai beaucoup d’argent = If I have 
a lot of money 
Si j’ai assez d’argent = If I have 
enough money 
Si j’ai de la chance = If I am lucky 
Si j’ai l’occasion = If I have the 
opportunity 
Si je peux = If I can 

je ferai = I will do 
 

plus de recyclage = more recycling parce que 
 
 
 
car 
 
 
puisque 
 
 

à mon avis 
 
 
 
selon moi 
 
 
pour moi 
 
en ce qui me 
concerne 
 

 
 
je pense que c’est 
 
je considère que c’est 
 
je crois que c’est 
 
il me semble que c’est 

génial = great 
fantastique  = fantastic 
reposant = relaxing 
merveilleux = great 
animé = lively 
difficile = difficult 
facile = easy 
divertissant = entertaining 
amusant(e) = fun 
(dés)agréable = (un)pleasant 
ennuyeux(se) = boring 
ambitieux(se) = ambitious 
embêtant(e) = annoying 
important = important 
 

je ne gaspillerai pas = I will not 
waste  

d’eau = water 

j’utiliserai = I will use les transports en commun = public 
transport 

je protègerai = I will protect la planète = the planet 

je mangerai = I will eat 
 

moins de viande = less meat 

Si j’avais beaucoup d’argent = If I 
had a lot of money 
Si j’avais assez d’argent = If I had 
enough money 
Si j’avais de la chance = If I was 
lucky 
Si j’avais l’occasion = If I had the 
opportunity 
Si je pouvais = If I could 
 

je ferais = I would do 
 

du covoiturage = a carpool 
 

je protègerais = I would protect les forêts = the forests 

j’utiliserais = I would use plus d’énergie renouvelable = 
more renewable energy 

je ne gaspillerais pas = I would not 
waste 

de papier = paper 

je mangerais = I would eat 
 

plus de légumes organiques = 
more organic vegetables 

 

 



Half-Term 3 and 4 Spanish Y9 Shopping Threshold Concept Link(s): Making plans for the future 

¿Qué te gustaría comprar? 
Week 1                 

Week 2 

Opinion Infinitive Nouns Connective  Qualifier Adjective 
Me encanta = I love ir de compras = to 

go shopping 
en los centros comerciales = in shopping 
centres 

because it’s un poco = a bit divertido  = fun 
(des)agradable = (un)pleasant 

Me chifla = I love  en las cadenas = in chain stores dado que es       
bastante = quite 

limpio = clean  
sucio = dirty 

Me interesa = I’m interested in  en el centro de la ciudad = in the town 
centre 

  entretenido = entertaining 
animado = lively 

Me apetece = I’m interested in comprar = to shop  ya que es     económico = economical 
Me gusta mucho = I really like     práctico = practical 
Me fascina = it fascinates me  en los grandes almacenes = in department 

stores 
puesto que es      muy = very caro = expensive 

barato = cheap 
Me gusta = I like     difícil = difficult 
Me da igual = I don’t care about  en las tiendas de diseño = in designer shops   fácil = easy 
No me gusta = I don’t like   porque es      demasiado = too guay = cool 
No me gusta nada = I really don’t like  en las tiendas de segunda mano = in 

secondhand shops 
  estupendo = great 

(in)cómodo = (un)comfortable 
No me importa = I don’t care about   aunque es  =   asombroso  = fantastic 
Odio = I hate  por Internet = on the Internet although it’s  relajante = relaxing 
Detesto = I hate     aburrido = boring 

Verb Infinitive Noun Adjective 

Me gustaría  = I would like to comprar = to buy un jersey = a jumper blanco /blanca / blancos / blancas = white 

Quisiera = I would like to probar  = to try on un vestido = a dress negro / negra / negros / negras = black 

Me encantaría  =  I would love to devolver = to return un traje = a suit rojo / roja / rojos / rojas = red 

Me chiflaría  =  I would love to cambiar = to exchange una gorra = a baseball cap amarillo / amarilla / amarillos / amarillas = yellow 

Me molaría  = I would love to  una falda = a skirt morado / morada / morados / moradas = purple 

Me fliparía = I would love to   una camisa = a shirt azul / azules = blue 
Me fascinaría = I would be fascinated to  una camiseta = a t-shirt marron / marrones = brown 
Me apetecería = I would be interested to   una corbata = a tie gris / grises = grey 
Me interesaría  = I would be interested to 
 

 una chaqueta = a jacket verde / verdes = green 
No me gustaría  = I wouldn’t like to  unos pantalones = trousers naranja / naranjas = orange 
No me interesaría  = I wouldn’t be interested to  unos zapatos = shoes rosa / rosas = pink 

No me apetecería = I wouldn’t be interested to   unos calcetines = socks estampado / estampada / estampados / estampadas = patterned 

Odiaría  ser I would hate to be  unos vaqueros = jeans a rayas = striped 

Detestaría ser I would hate to be  unas botas = boots a cuadros = checked 

  unas zapatillas deportivas = trainers  

    



 

 

 

         

 

Connective Noun  Verb Infinitive  Noun Place 
pero = but (yo) I quisiera = would like  las manzanas / las patatas / las cerezas / las zanahorias =  en la frutería = in the green grocers 
                                      preferiría = would prefer  apples / potatoes/ cherries / carrots  
sin embargo =  
however 

mi madre 
mi familia 

preferiría = would prefer  el jamón / el cordero / las chuletas / el filete /  =  
ham / lamb / chops / steak 

en la carnicería = in the butcher’s 

 mi padre 
mi prima  
mi abuela  

quisiera = would like  las pasteles = cakes 
 
el pan = bread 

en la pastelería = in the cake shop 
 
en la panadería = in the bakery 

 mis padres y yo 
mi madre y yo 

preferiríamos = would prefer  las gambas / el atún / el bacalao  = prawns / tuna / cod en la pescadería = in the fish shop 

no obstante =  
however 

mi abuelo y yo 
mi hermano y yo 

 comprar = to buy las asprinas / las tiritas = aspirins / plasters en la farmacia = in the chemist 

 mi padre y yo 
mi bisabuelo y yo 

quisieramos  = would like  un libro / una novela / una biografía  = a book / a novel / a 
biography 

en una librería = in a bookshop 

aunque =  although mis padres 
mis abuelos 

  los pendientes / el anillo / la pulsera = earrings / ring / bracelet en la joyería = in the jeweller’s 

 mis hermanos 
mis amigos 

quisieran = would like 
 
preferirían = would prefer 

 los sellos / el chocolate/ los cigarrillos  = stamps / chocolate / 
cigarettes  

en el estanco = in the kiosk 

mientras = whilst mis tíos  
mis primos 

  los zapatos / las botas / las sandalias / las zapatillas deportivas = 
shoes / boots / sandals / trainers 

en la zapatería = in the shoe shop 

Time marker  Verb Infinitive Quantity 
 

Noun 

Antes de ir al cine = Before going to the cinema   un kilo de = a kilo of patatas / zanahorias / manzanas = potatoes / carrots / apples 

Antes de cenar = Before eating dinner me encantaría = I would love  medio kilo de = half a kilo of peras / melocotones / tomates  = pears / peaches / tomatoes 

Después de jugar al baloncesto = After playing 
basketball 

  doscientos gramos de = 200 grams of jamón / queso / chorizo / uvas / fresas / frambuesas / cerezas = 
ham / cheese / chorizo / grapes/ strawberries / raspberries / 
cherries 

Después de haber estudiado  = After having studied quisiera = I would like  un bote de = a jar of café / mermelada / miel = coffee / jam / honey 

Cuando tenga tiempo = When I have time  comprar = to buy un cartón de  = a cartón of leche = milk 

Al volver del insti = On returning from school preferiría = I would prefer  una botella de = a bottle of agua / vino = water / wine 

Al entrar en el supermercado = When I go into the 
supermarket 

  una barra de = a loaf of pan = bread 

Si pudiera = If I could me gustaría = I would like  una lata de = a tin of sardinas / sopa  = sardines / soup 

Si fuera posible = If it was possible   una caja de = a box of pasteles = cakes 

Si tuviera bastante dinero = If I had enough money no me gustaría = I wouldn’t 
like 

 un paquete de = a packet of  galletas / patatas fritas = biscuits / crisps 

Weeks 3 and 4
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Subject – Dance – Year 9 – ZooNation   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT TERMINOLOGY 

Stimulus Inspiration for an idea or movement. 

Motif development Is a core choreographic device used when creating dance. 

Space Where the dancer moves e.g. pathways, levels, directions, size of 
movements, patterns.  

Dynamics How the dancer moves e.g. fast/slow, smooth/sharp.  

Relationships Who the dancer with and the way they move together e.g. lead 
and follow, mirroring, in formation, complement and contrast. 

Movement memory Is remembering the choreography in the correct order. 

Representational 
movement   

is where a movement represents a real life action, like acting. 
(e.g. a soldier saluting).  

Symbolic movement Is where a representational movement has been developed to 
make it more dance-like. 

Choreographer Choreographers create dance routines and movement sequences 
for dancers and other performers. 

Performance skills Is being ready to perform in your starting position, not fidgeting, 
giggling, talking during the performance and holding your ending 
position after you have performed. 

Facial Expression Use of the face to show mood, feeling or character. 

Dance appreciation Is how to understand and think about dance in all of its various 
contexts. 

SKILLS KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCED IN THIS UNIT 

In this dance unit you will learn about a professional work from ZooNation. The dance 
piece is called The Mad Hatters Tea Party. 

The style of dance is mainly hip hop, including house dance. The style of music is a 
fusion of house and hip hop.  

Over the next 4 weeks we will be: 

Learning about ZooNation’s style of dance 
Watching and analysing the production of The Mad Hatters Tea Party. 
Learning a piece of repertoire (dance) from the production  
Develop the professional repertoire focusing on character development, style and use 
of props. 

THE MAD HATTERS TEA PARTY 

In The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, we particularly looked at                                                                                                
raising awareness about mental health in today’s society.                                                                                      
After experiencing my own personal mental health                                                                                                       
challenges in the past and the shame and embarrassment I                                                                               
had felt about discussing them, I thought this show was a                                                                                                           
way of confronting the stigma around mental health. 

I thought creating a show that uses the material of Alice in                                                                              
Wonderland but focused on the Mad Hatter and the iconic image of The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party 
would be a good way of addressing ‘madness’ and ‘normality’ as it is often depicted in today’s 
society. I wanted to include all the well-known characters from Wonderland but put them into a 
therapy environment. I then created a new character called Dr Ernest Andersson, who has a 
P.H.D in E.N.B (Extremely Normal Behaviour). He is the group’s therapist and the story 
developed very much around him. him. 

ZooNation                                                                                                                        
The Kate Prince Company                                                                                 
ZooNation was founded by Kate Prince in 2002 and is best known for its                                                                               
work in the theatre, creating full length narrative dance productions                                                                                       
influenced in equal parts by musical theatre, Hip Hop culture and music.  

ZooNation’s work is fortified with an extensive programme of engagement and talent 
development, working with different communities and young artists to expand their skills, 
knowledge and confidence in our style of dance theatre. Kate Prince (Choreographer, Director & 
Writer) is Artistic Director of ZooNation, which she founded in 2002. Kate is an Associate Artist 
at the Old Vic and at Sadler’s Wells, where ZooNation is also a Resident Company. Kate’s TV 
credits include Strictly Come Dancing, So You Think You Can Dance?, Top of the Pops and Ant & 
Dec’s Saturday Night Takeaway. She recently choreographed the feature film Everybody’s Taking 
About Jamie; she was also the choreographer of the stage show. Kate has an MA from 
Edinburgh University and an honorary PHD from Winchester University. In 2019 she received an 
MBE for services to dance in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list. 

 



Year 9 Subject: Drama Topic: Warden X

Subject Terminology
Teacher in role The teacher plays a character within the whole 

class improvisation.

Improvisation Is a form of live theatre in which the plot, 
characters and dialogue of a game, scene or story 
are made up in the moment. 

Action Consists in the events that the characters take 
part in as they act the play.

Form Is the way that the story is told, the way the 
characters play their parts, and/or the way the 
themes are explored.

Inter-relationships The way in which two or more things are related 
to each other.

Tension As the audience anticipates certain outcomes in 
the plot, the tension builds. An obvious example 
of rising tension is in a mystery or whodunit.Process drama is not about creating a 

’product’, i.e. it doesn’t have the end result 
of a play or a performance, it is about 
defining and creating a role and going 
through a ‘process’ of thinking and 
responding in that role.

Process drama is unscripted.  The drama itself is 
improvised and usually spontaneous, with the 
teacher setting the boundaries and expectations 
for each process drama experience. Usually the 
teacher works in role to establish and maintain 
the drama. Working in role enables the teacher 
to move the drama forward by questioning, 
challenging, organising thoughts, responding, 
involving students and managing difficulties. 
Working in role means that the teacher can 
develop, differentiate and direct the drama 
more easily.

Process Drama
Is a method of teaching and learning 
where both the students and teacher are 
working in and out of role. For example, a 
teacher might work in role as the Pied 
Piper leading the rats (performed by the 
children in role) to their deaths. Or they 
might lead a whole group meeting on, for 
example, discussions about building a new 
motorway through a village. As a teaching 
methodology, process drama developed 
primarily from the work of Brian Way, 
Dorothy Heathcote, Cecily O’Neill and 
Gavin Bolton and other leading drama 
practitioners.

Analysis
Collaboration
Communication
Imagination

Improvisation
Rehearsal
Team Work
Focus

Key Skills

Process drama is 
simply an 
experiential 
method of 
working that 
differs from other 
forms of drama in 
that it isn’t a 
means to an end 
product, the 
process is a 
product in itself.

Role on the Wall



Half-Term 3    Subject; Music Y9        Threshold Concept Link(s) Form & Structure  
 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Binary Form Binary has two sections, e.g. AB 

Ternary Form Ternary has three sections, e.g. ABA 

Rondo Form Rondo can have any number of sections, e.g. ABACADAE 

Theme & Variation Theme, this is the main musical idea of a piece, and the variation is the 
recognisable theme, but it has been changed. 

Ground bass Ground bass form varies an idea over a fixed bass part. 

Call & Response Call & response sounds like a conversation. The call asks the question and the  
response answers it! 

Riffs A riff is a short repeated tune. A lot of rock music is based on riffs. If you put a few 
riffs together you can get a whole song. 

Ballads A ballad tells a story. It was originally used in the 15th century. However when 
people say ballads today they usually mean  pop or rock ballads, that tell stories. 

12 Bar Blues In 12 bar blues, the structure is usually 12 bars long and follows a simple chord 
structure, and is often over a walking bass part. 

32 Bar song form 32 Bar Song form is very simple, and usually breaks down into four 8 bar sections. 

Verse & Chorus Most pop songs are based on Verse & chorus, where the chorus is always the  
same tune and usually words. 

 
Sonata form   A piece in sonata form has 3 main sections  

Exposition - where you hear the tune for the first time 

Development - the theme goes through a number of interesting twists and turns 

Recapitulation - the themes are re capped and played again. 

 

There are standard forms for 4 movement compositions. 

First movement Sonata form Brisk & Purposeful 
Second Movement Ternary or Variation form. Slower & songlike 
Third Movement Minuet or scherzo. Fairly fast & dance like 
Fourth Movement Rondo, variation, or sonata form. Fast and cheerful 

 

 

Common Musical Forms: 
 
 

• Strophic - AAA, etc. 
• Binary - AB 
• Ternary - ABA 
• Rondo - ABACA, or ABACADA 
• Arch - ABCBA 
• Sonata Form - Exposition: (Theme Group 1 - Theme Group 

2) --- Development --- Recapitulation: (Theme Group 1 - 
Theme Group 2) 

• Sonata Rondo - ABA - C - ABA 

 

The term musical form refers to the 
overall structure or plan of a piece of 
music, and it describes the layout of a 
composition as divided into sections. 

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star is A-B-A 
Form 

A. Twinkle twinkle little star how I 
wonder what you are 

B. Up above the world so high, like a 
diamond in the sky 

C. Twinkle twinkle little star how I 
    

 

Music needs form and Structure. 

Music has got to be organised, or it just sounds like lots of notes. The most basic bit of organisation is the beat of the bar. The 
next biggest chunk is the phrasing. The overall shape is called the structure or form. The structure could be verses and 
choruses in a pop song, or movements of a symphony. Composers usually plan the structure of a piece of music before they 
get into the detail. Most musical plans use repetition. 

Repetition means using a musical idea, or a piece of the tune more than once during the piece, e.g. the chorus in a pop song. 
This is a really good way of giving music shape. Once the audience know the tune it works like a landmark and they will know 
where they are when they hear that bit of the tune later in the piece. 

When you compose, you should always plan the structure first. This helps to organise your ideas and gives you a template to 
work to. 

Classical composers often lay there music out in common forms, and use letters to describe these. 

If we label our musical materials, ideas, or sections with the letters of the alphabet we can show how musical forms are created. 
 
Any single section of music, consisting of phrases or other musical sections, we can call A. This musical section can be 
repeated to create an AA form. 
 
If we instead chose to add a new section, B, we would have the musical form AB. This would be two contrasting musical 
sections. 
 
If we chose to add another A to an AB form, but this time with variation we would have the form ABA'. (The ' is used to indicate 
variation). 
 
With the processes of repetition, contrast and variation there can be many musical forms. 

Common Musical Forms: 
 

Musical form is the structural outline in a song or piece. 
 
Like an architects plan for a house or building. 
 
The composer keeps this in mind when he/she starts to write a song or piece. 



Half-Term January-April                                                        (HT3/4)  Subject RE Threshold Concept Link(s) Is death the end?  
 

 

What happens after death? Is death the end? Religious views. 

What is death? Death is when our body and brain stop functioning 
permanently. 

What do religious people believe 
happens at death? 

Religious people believe that at death the 
soul/spirit/self leaves the physical body and that there 
is some other kind of life. 

What do Buddhists believe in? Buddhists believe in re-birth. 

Do Buddhists believe in a permanent 
soul? 

Buddhists believe souls are an ever-changing mix of 
skandhas – emotions, feelings, intelligence etc… 

According to Buddhists what shapes the 
quality of a person’s next life? 

For Buddhists the thoughts, actions and intentions of 
each life shape the quality of your next life.  

What do Christians believe in? Christians believe in the physical resurrection of the 
body. 

In Christianity the body waits until what 
day? 

In Christianity the body waits until Judgement Day. 

What do Catholics call this period of 
waiting? 

Catholics call this period of waiting for Judgement Day 
purgatory. 

What happens on Judgement day? On Judgement Day every person will face God and Jesus 
and their deeds will be evaluated. 

Where will people go after Judgement 
Day? 

After Judgement Day some people will go to heaven 
and some will go to hell. 

 

SUBJECT TERMINOLOGY 
Eternity  A state that comes after death and never ends. 
Atheists People that do not hold a belief in God. 

Heaven  A wonderful place where God resides, there is no pain or suffering. 
Hell A place for Satan and his demons; a place of punishment and torment. 
Ambition Something to aim for (to achieve). 

Afterlife The belief that there is a life after death – Christians believe that our 
soul joins God in heaven. It is about what happens after we die to our 
self/soul.  

Paranormal Events or experiences that are beyond normal scientific 
understanding. 

Purgatory The intermediate state where souls are cleansed in order to get to 
heaven – a Roman Catholic belief. 

Reincarnation A person’s spirit remains close by and seeks out a new body and new 
life after death. 

Karma The Buddhist law of cause and effect. 

 

What are paranormal experiences? 

What do some people believe in because 
of paranormal experiences? 

Some people believe in life after death because of paranormal 
experiences. 

What are we talking about when we say 
paranormal experiences? 

Paranormal experiences include near-death experiences; ghosts; 
mediums and re-incarnation. 

What is paranormal? Paranormal is unexplained things that are thought to have 
spiritual causes. 

What is a near-death experience? A near death experience is when someone who is about to die 
has an out-of-body experience. 

What are some common features of a 
near death experience? 

Some common features of a near death experience are – feelings 
of peace and joy; floating out of your body; seeing a bright light; 
entering another wold and meeting dead relatives. 

What is a medium? A medium is someone who claims that they are able to contact 
the dead; they can communicate between our reality and the 
spirit world. 

What is a ghost? A ghost is seen as the spirit of a dead person who for some 
reason has not travelled to their next place.  

If ghosts are real what could they be 
proof of? 

If ghosts are real they could be proof of life after death.  

What is reincarnation? Reincarnation is the belief that after death souls are reborn in a 
new body.  

 

Heaven, hell and nibbana. 
What do Christians believe 
heaven is like? 

Christians believe that heaven is indescribably wonderful, it is 
the place that God resides. 

What does Revelation 21:4 say 
about God and heaven? 

Revelation 21:4 says that God will ‘wipe every tear from their 
eyes. There will be no more death or mourning, or crying or 
pain, for the old order of things has passed away.’ 

Who was hell originally designed 
for? 

The Bible says that hell was originally designed for Satan and 
his demons. 

How do some people describe 
hell? 

Some describe hell as a place of punishment for the 
unrighteous. 

What does Revelation 14:11 
describe hell? 

Revelation 14:11 says hell is a place of torment ‘ the smoke of 
their torment will rise for ever and ever. There will be no rest 
day or night.’ 

How do you get to heaven? Many Christians believe heaven is a gift for those who believe 
and trust in Jesus. 

What does nibbana mean? Nibbana means ‘quenching’ of the activities of the world and 
its suffering. 

What is nibbana the goal of? Nibbana is the goal of the Buddhist path and marks the 
release from rebirth.  

How has nibbana been 
interpreted? 

Nibbana has been interpreted as the extinction of the ‘three 
fires’ or the ‘three poisons.’ 

Who is believed to have reached 
the state of nibbana? 

The Buddha is believed to have reached the state of nibbana. 

 



Half-Term January-February 2022 Subject Introduction to Social Sciences   Threshold Concept: Identification of self and others  

 

Brains, research, theories, studies and us.  

What is brain training? The more we think something the stronger the pathways 
in our brain get this forms a thinking habit. 

What are dominant thought 
patterns? 

These are the thought patterns that trigger our feelings 
and reactions. 

What is required to create new 
thought patterns? 

Practice them just like any other skill i.e. learning to ride a 
bike. 

Who/what is responsible for our 
happiness? 

We are responsible for our own happiness, we need to 
choose positive thoughts like ‘I am a success.’ 

What did Albert Bandura say about 
behaviour? 

Much of our behaviour is learned from experience, but we 
learn through observation and imitation of others. 

How does social learning take place? It is direct done through classical and operant conditioning 
but it is also indirect – imitation will occur if a behaviour is 
seen to be rewarded. 

What are the implications for the 
media of Bandura’s bobo doll 
research? 

Children (and some adults) are influenced by the violence 
and aggression they see on television, in movies and in 
video games. 

Who was James Bulger? A toddler from Liverpool who was murdered by two ten 
year old boys. 

What did Howard Becker (1971) 
research? 

An interactionist study of labelling. They looked at 60 
teachers and looked at how they judged pupils and it was 
how close the student was to an image of the ‘ideal pupil.’ 

What did Mairead Dunne and Louise 
Gazeley argue? 

Schools persistently produce working class 
underachievement because of labels and assumptions of 
teachers. 

Stress 
What are the signs of 
high self-esteem? 

Feeling good enough; not being afraid to speak your mind; accepting 
some will not like you; being able to say yes and no; asking for help; not 
afraid of failure; being yourself; admitting mistakes and apologising. 

What are the signs of 
low self-esteem? 

Sensitive to criticism; withdrawn; hostile; jealous; devastated if things go 
wrong; tired/fatigued; decreased or increased appetite. 

How can we improve 
our self-esteem? 

Good hygiene; exercise; don’t try to please others; be yourself; avoid 
negativity; face fears; learn from failure; don’t try to be perfect; 
appreciate yourself; avoid comparisons; reward yourself; start from 
within. 

What is the looking 
glass effect? 

This is the idea that children develop self-image as a result of how others 
react to them. 

What was Susan 
Harter’s model of self-
esteem? 

Self-esteem is related to how close our self-image and ideal self are. The 
closer they are the higher our self-esteem, the further apart the lower 
our self-esteem. It is normal to have a gap between self-image and ideal 
self. 

What do children need 
to develop a strong self-
esteem? 

Praise, warmth, acceptance, avoiding comparisons and encouraging self-
efficacy (a can-do attitude). 

 

Subject Terminology 
Social learning 
theory 

A way of explaining behaviour that includes both direct and indirect  
reinforcement. 

Imitation Copying the behaviour of others. 
Stress A state of mental or emotional strain or tension resulting from adverse or 

demanding circumstances. 
Identification When an observer associates themselves with a role model and wants to be 

like them. 
Modelling A person that models will demonstrate what they would like others to do i.e. a 

certain behaviour.  
Labelling                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Attaching a meaning or definition to a person or group i.e. teachers may label 

a child as bright or stupid, troublemaker or hardworking. 
Self-fulfilling 
prophecy 

A prediction that comes true simply by virtue of it being made i.e. teacher 
labels a pupil and treats them in a way that matches the label, the student 
internalises what the teacher says and eventually they become what the 
teacher labelled them. 

Habitus This refers to dispositions or learned ways of thinking. 
Self-efficacy The understanding that you are able to do things for yourself. 
Attachment Special relationship or bond between a child and someone who is emotionally 

involved with them. 
Physiological 
effects 

Effects that change or influence normal bodily functions. 

Psychological 
effects 

Effects that change the pattern of behaviour or thinking. 

 
Identities and school 

What is ‘habitus?’ This refers to the ‘dispositions’ or the learned, taken for granted ways of thinking, being 
and acting that are shared by a particular class.  

What does habitus 
include? 

A classes opinion on lifestyles and what they buy and spend time on- fashion and leisure 
activities, their outlook on life and what they feel is normal for ‘people like us’.  

What can habitus 
mean in a school? 

The middle class has the power to define its habitus as better, this means a school can 
then place higher value on middle class tastes, preferences etc… this would mean that 
working class is seen as inferior. 

What is the 
difference between 
symbolic capital and 
symbolic violence? 

If you are middle class tastes and preferences then you will have ‘symbolic capital’ (status 
that gives you value). This means that working-class habitus is devalued so these pupils 
tastes in clothing, appearance and accents are deemed tasteless and worthless. This 
withholding of capital is ‘symbolic violence’. 

What did Archer find 
out about working 
class pupils? 

That they felt if they were going to be successful in education that they would have to 
change the way they spoke and how they presented themselves – they had to become 
‘posh.’ 

How do some pupils 
cope when they feel 
looked down on? 

They create self worth, status and values in other ways – they construct an identity and 
adopt a ‘style’ this has often been done through sportswear like Nike – posh people don’t 
wear it! 

If a pupil didn’t 
conform to a style 
what happened? 

This was seen as social suicide the right appearance earned symbolic capital and approval 
from your peers and bought safety from bullying. 

What did the study 
by Ingram show? 

That it was difficult if people belonged to the working class and wanted to fit that 
identity, but at the same time went to a school with a middle class habitus – stuck 
between the two. 

What can produce 
underachievement? 

Internal factors for example what teachers believe about working class children’s 
backgrounds actually produces underachievement according to some studies. 

External factors? Poverty; setting; funding; labelling; government expectations and pressures. 
 

 



Half-Term: HT2 Y9    Subject: Art   Threshold Concept Link(s): Draw from observation accurately and use a contrasting range of tone   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Symmetry Equal on both sides 
Measurement The size of something 
Shape The outline of something 
Accuracy Correct 
Form 3D shape 
Formal Elements The parts used to make a piece of artwork. 
Tone How light or dark something is 
Observational drawing The subject is in front of you 
Contrast A big difference (in tone) 
Negative space The space in between objects 

 

Look at the shape created in the negative space 

Measure the actual size of the object to 
produce a more accurate drawing 

If drawing more than 1 object compare the 
heights and sizes in relation to each other 
 

Add a line of symmetry to 
ensure it is equal on both sides 

Turn the drawing upside down and 
see it from a different viewpoint 

 



Year 9 HT3 (LO4 - 4.1/4.3/4.5)        Hospitality and catering     Threshold Concept Link(s)                          Know How food Can Cause Ill Health 

 
 4.1        Food related causes of ill health 
Fall into 4 categories 

1. Microbes 
Bacteria 

• Pathogenic cause of food poisoning such as salmonella, E coli, Bacillus cereous and many 
more 

Yeasts 
• They can grow with or without oxygen, can grow in high concentrations of salt or sugar 

and destroyed at 100c 
Moulds  

• Grow in warm and moist conditions on breads and cheeses, soft fruit. Growth is speeded 
up with humidity. 

2. Chemicals 
• Cleaning fluids used in food factories and pesticides used on growing crops 
3. Metals 
• Aluminium comes off cookware onto food, leaving a metallic taste 
4. Poisonous plants 
• Mushrooms can be poisonous, some wild berries, raw kidney beans, rhubarb leaves 

 

 

Technical Terms 
Coeliac Disease A person who has an intolerance to gluten 

Food intolerance A sensitivity to certain foods like dairy products (lactose intolerance) 

Soy milk Non- dairy milk suitable for lactose intolerant people 

Epi pen A pen which is used to inject a person who has an anaphylactic reaction 

Anaphylactic A severe reaction to a food which could cause death in some people, peanuts 
are a common food which can cause this. 

Allergen Something which causes an allergic reaction, rash, swelling 

Use by date Put on high risk food to prevent people from getting food poisoning 

Sell by/ display until Sell by date/ display until is a date put on longer life products such as crisps, 
biscuits 

Best before date This is found on tinned foods usually a long date, a year or more 

Reference intake RI The maximum calories you should eat per day 

Hidden sugars Ingredients which are called something other than sugar glucose 

Hidden fats Products which contain fats which aren’t obvious, fat is added to make a 
product have an improved mouth feel 

 

4.5    Food intolerances and Allergies 
 

Intolerances 
• Lactose- A sugar found in dairy 

products, necessary to eat lactose free 
replacement dairy products like oat 
milk, coconut milk, rice milk, Alpro 
products. 

 
• Coeliac- An intolerance to gluten found 

in wheat, barley and Rye. Need to 
follow gluten free diet and read labels 
carefully 

Symptoms of both 
• Skin conditions 
• Diarrhoea 
• Nausea 
• Bloating and swelling stomach 
• Muscle and joint pain 

 
Allergies 

• A rash, Swelling, eyelids, lips, 
stomach ache, can cause an 
anaphylactic reaction 

 
Common food allergens 

• Nuts, shellfish, celery, kiwi fruit. 
• Avoid consuming these and read 

it’s important to read labels 
carefully, allergens are usually 
highlighted 

Symptoms of both 
• Skin conditions 
• Diarrhoea 
• Nausea 
• Bloating and swelling stomach 
• Muscle and joint pain 

 
 

4.3 Food labelling Regulations 
 

• Enable customers to make an informed choice when purchasing products 
• Inform us how to prepare, store and cook food safety 
• Tell us the origin of food and manufacturers details if a complaint need to be made 
• List of ingredients to identify any allergens/ allergy information 

 

Traffic light labelling 
Red- Food is too high in fat, salt, sugar 
 
Amber- The levels of fat, sugar and salt are acceptable. 
 
Green- The higher the number of green lights, the healthier the product is for you. 
 

Most foods now have this labelling system in place so nutritional content can be seen at a glance 
 
INSERT PICTURE 
 

 
 



Key terms Meaning
Flush Both sides run at the same level

Tolerance Gap

Dowels Rod like wood

Reinforce Make stronger

Rebate Make a step

Router To make a rebate

Batches and mass production To make in small or large numbers.

Rebate bit is attached to a router. This makes a step 
in the wood material. It users a follower. The 
follower guides around the edge of the wood to 
guarantee the distance of the step.

The router is a dangers machine. 
PPE such as goggles, Smock is 
required. To guide the material 
around the wood, a push stick is 
required to keep fingers away 
from the router bit

Drilling formers/ templates are needed for batch or mass 
production. This can guarantee that all holes are in the 
same place as long as they are positioned in the same 
place, every time. This saves on time and labour.



Half-Term 2  Subject Computer Science 

Year 9   
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY- attack 
Passive attack Monitoring data travelling and intercepts sensitive data. 

Active attack Attacks a system with malware or other such things- they are more 
easily detected 

Insider attack Someone in company exploits their network access to steal information. 

Brute force 
attack 

Used to gain information by cracking passwords through trial and error.  
These use automated software to produce 100’s of likely password 
combinations.  

Denial of service 
attack 

Where hackers try to stop users from accessing parts of a network or 
website. 

Passwords Rules to ensure that passwords are strong enough to prevent guessing 
or brute force attack - often requiring the use of upper- and lower-case 
letters, numbers and special characters. Also, usually a minimum length 
is required. Passwords usually must be changed on a regular basis 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY- PC components  
CPU Central Processing Unit, Sometimes referred to simply as the central 

processor, but more commonly called processor, the CPU is the brains 
f h   h   l l  k  l  Graphics Card A programmable logic chip (processor) specialized for display 

functions. The GPU renders images, animations and video for the 
computer's screen 

RAM Random Access Memory is the place in a computing device where the 
operating system (OS), application programs and data in current use 
are kept so they can be quickly reached by the device's processor 

Hard Disk A rigid non-removable magnetic disk with a large data storage 
capacity 
 Power Supply Is a hardware component that supplies power to an electrical device 

Heat Sink A heatsink is a device that attaches to a microprocessor to keep it 
from overheating by absorbing its heat and dissipating it into the air 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY- identifying and preventing vulnerabilities 

Penetration testing Stimulates potential attacks to identify weaknesses 

Network forensics Investigate to find the cause of attacks 

Network policies Regular test for weaknesses, set passwords and access levels. 

Anti-malware 
software 

Find and stop malware from damaging network and devices 

firewall Monitors and controls incoming and outgoing network traffic based on 
predetermined security rules 

User access levels Control which part of network different groups of uses have. 

 

Network security threats 
Malware – Malicious software installed on 
someone's device without their knowledge or 
consent.  

 Typical actions of malware: 
Delete/modify files 
Scareware – tells user PC is infected with lots of 
viruses – to pay for problem to be fixed 
Locking files – ransomware – pay to get files back 
Spyware – secretly monitors actions  and sends 
info to hacker 
Rootkits  - alter permissions given hackers admin 
level access to devices  
Backdoor – holes in someone's security leaving 
them open to future attacks  
Malware can access your device in different 

ways 
Viruses – in attachments, or .exe files activated 
when opened 
Worms – self replicating viruses -  spread quickly 
Trojans – malware disguised as legitimate software 
users install them not realizing they have hidden 
purpose 



Half-Term 1/2/3: Subject – PE – Year 9 –Fitness     
Warm-up Components of fitness Methods of training 

Warming up is to gradually get your whole body 
prepared for work and should minimise the risk of 
injury. 
Stage 1: Whole body exercise to raise heart rate 
and body temperature. 

Stage 2: Stretching (Dynamic: on the 
move/Static: still) to prepare muscles, ligaments 
and joints. 

Stage 3: Practising skills and techniques to be 
used in the session. 

Cool-down 

• Light exercise to help remove carbon 
dioxide, lactic acid and other waste 
products. 

• Gentle stretching to prevent muscle 
soreness and stiffness later. 

Physical Components of Fitness 
Muscular Strength- The maximum amount of force that can be produced 
from one muscular contraction.  
Muscular Endurance- The ability for a muscle or muscle group to continually 
contract during sustained physical activity without getting tired. 
Aerobic Endurance- The ability for the cardiorespiratory system to work 
efficiently, providing oxygen and nutrients to the working muscles during 
sustained physical activity. 
Body Composition- The relative ratio of fat mass to fat-free mass: 
Ectomorph- Mesomorph- Endomorph 
Flexibility- Having an adequate range of movement in all joints of the body.  
Speed- How quick you can travel. Measured in m/s.  
Skill Related Components of Fitness 
Agility- The ability to change direction whilst maintaining speed and 
balance.  
Balance- The ability to maintain centre of mass over a base of support. 
Coordination- The smooth flow of movement needed to perform a motor 
task efficiently and accurately. 
Power- The product of speed and strength. 
Reaction Time- The time it takes for a sports performer to respond to a 
stimulus and initiate their response.         
Benefits to exercise 
• Controls Weight. 
• Combats Health Conditions and Diseases. 
• Exercise Improves Mood 
• Boosts Energy. 
• Exercise Promotes Better Sleep. 

Anaerobic Training (without oxygen) exercise is 
activity that causes you to be quickly be out of 
breath e.g. sprinting or lifting heavy weights.   
Aerobic Training Aerobic exercises include cardio 
machines, spinning, running, swimming, and 
walking 
Circuit training involves performing a series of 
exercises in a special order called a circuit. Each 
activity takes place at a 'station'. It can be designed 
to improve speed, agility, coordination, balance 
and muscular endurance. 
Continuous training involves working for a 
sustained period of time without rest. It improves 
cardio-vascular fitness. 
Fartlek training or 'speed play' training involves 
varying your speed and the type of terrain over 
which you run, walk, cycle or ski. It improves 
aerobic and anaerobic fitness. 
Interval training involves alternating between 
periods of hard exercise and rest. It improves 
speed and muscular endurance. 
Weight training uses weights to provide resistance 
to the muscles. It improves muscular strength 
(high weight, low reps), muscular endurance (low 
weight, high reps, many sets) and power (medium 
weight and reps performed quickly). 
 

How hard are you working? 

 

       

 



Half-Term 3: Subject – PE – Year 9 – Gymnastics    
Key skills Evaluating and improving Performance skills 

Rolls 
Forward- forward roll, shoulder roll 
Backward- backwards roll, shoulder roll,  
Sideways- egg roll, pencil roll, teddy bear roll 
 
Balances  
Individual 
Pair/group 
Counterbalance/tension. 
 
Shapes/jumps/leaps/twists 
Tuck 
Straddle/Star 
Pike 
Stag 
Split 
Half/Full 
 
Tumbling skills  
Cartwheel 
Round-off 
Walkover 
Headspring 
Handspring 
Back handspring 
 
Flight  
Run up 
Take-off 
Flight 
Landing  
 
Dance 
Hand gestures 
Facial expression  

QR codes for Proficiency awards from 1-8. Award 1 is the most 
difficult and achieving this would help you achieve BAND A. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As well as looking at the difficulty of the moves being performed, 
you should be able to assess performance of strengths and 
weaknesses. 
This could be by watching your partner perform and telling them 
something that was good e.g. you had pointed toes throughout. 
To provide more detailed feedback, you could give them an idea 
about what to improve e.g. your toes were pointed throughout, 
however your legs were not always straight. 
Choreography- this is being able to make up routines and 
sequences. If you are good at this, it can also help you to achieve 
a high band. 

Aesthetics 
In gymnastics you are judged by how aesthetically pleasing your 
performance is (how nice it looks). 
You can achieve this by doing the following things: 
 
Pointed toes/Straight limbs- doing this helps to keep good 
tension of your muscles and good posture, which looks neat and 
tidy when performing. 
 
Musicality- if you are doing a floor routine to music, your 
movements should fit in with the music e.g. if it is fast music, 
your movements should be quicker and more explosive. 
 
Timing- An elite gymnast is allowed up to 90 seconds for both a 
floor and beam routine. They will have marks deducted if they 
go over the time limit. Also, if they don’t have good timing on 
the floor apparatus, it will affect the aesthetics, and they will 
lose marks. 
 
Height- To score the highest marks, gymnasts need to perform 
really difficult moves. Speed and power builds momentum in 
the run up and this can be converted to height which allows the 
gymnast more time in the air to perform more difficult skills. 
 
Staying within the floor boundary- any extra steps on landing 
can be costly. Marks are deducted each time a gymnast takes an 
extra step when landing. During a floor routine, if a gymnast 
lands outside the floor boundary line, they will be deducted 0.5 
each time it happens. 
 
Increase the difficulty of the skills being performed- A gymnast 
is scored on both the difficulty and execution of their 
routine/vault. To be able to score higher, they must add more 
difficult moves (and still perform them well). 
 



Half-Term 1/2/3: Subject – PE – Year 9 – Hockey    
Rules of the game Positions Key Skills 

Game the aim of the game is to score goals past the 
opposition’s goalkeeper. A competitive game is usually 70 
minutes, in two halves. The team with the most goals wins 
the game. 
 
Start of play the game begins with a pass from the centre, 
on the halfway line. Defenders must be five yards away 
from the ball. This also happens after half time and when a 
goal is scored. 
 
Scoring a goal when a player hits the ball in between the 
goalposts and over the line from within the shooting circle. 
 
Footwork you must not touch the ball with your feet. 
 
Tackling only 1 person to tackle a player at a time 
 
Free hit is given if the ball touches your feet, you use the 
wrong side of your stick, ball is lifted too high or if there is 
a stick tackle You must be 5 meters away from someone 
taking a free hit or side-line 
 
Common Fouls: 
• Hitting the ball off another player with the intent of 

causing harm. 
• Deliberately using the body to assist in moving or 

stopping the ball. 
• Hitting the ball with the rounded side of the hockey 

stick. 
• The stick being raised above waist height. 
• Striking the opponent with the stick (or striking their 

stick, if deemed excessive force). 
 

 
There are two teams, which both consists of 11 players including a 
goalkeeper. The teams also consist of forwards, midfielders, 
defenders and may have a sweeper, depending on the formation 

chosen. 

 
 
Strategies and tactics are the 
methods that performers use to 
maximise their chances of winning 
and outwit their opponents.  
Strategies and tactics are often pre-
arranged and rehearsed, especially 
in team games. Performers also 
need to be able to adapt or change 
them during a performance.  

Controlling the ball a variety of skills to control the ball 
including dribbling, stopping and striking. 
Dribbling 
Straight Dribble allows you to control the ball best. The ball 
never leaves your stick, allowing you to protect it from your 
opponents.  
Loose Dribble you continually tap it forward while sprinting. 
This allows to move up the field quicker. 
Indian Dribble using a basic grip, use your left hand to rotate 
the stick 180 degrees but keep your right hand loosely in place 
for control. With the ball and stick in front of your body, push 
your ball flat to the left. Rotate your stick again and push your 
ball flat to the right.  
Striking 
Hit Striking or ‘slapping’ the ball using a swinging movement of 
the stick towards the ball. 
Push moving the ball along the ground using a pushing 
movement of the stick after the stick has been placed in 
contact or close to the ball. 
Long Pass is an attacking skill that allows players to switch the 
location of the ball very quickly to create space, find a 
teammate or to catch out the opposition. 
Shot at goal is the action of an attacker attempting to score by 
playing the ball towards the goal from within the circle. 
Attacking includes dribbling or passing the ball in order to 
create the opportunity to score. A player must be aware of 
what position to take up in order to be effective in the passage 
of play. 
Defending includes preventing the opponents from passing, 
dribbling or scoring. A player must be aware of what position 
to take up in order to be effective in the passage of play. 

Receiving good forehand control of the hockey ball is an 
essential skill to maintain possession of the ball from the 
opposition and, if done quickly, gives the player more time to 
make the correct next decision. 

HOLDING A HOCKEY 
STICK 

Place the hockey stick flat 
on the ground, with the toe 
pointing up. 

Lay both hands on top of the 
stick with the right hand 
lower on the grip than the 
left hand. 

Ensure the palms are facing 
down and fingers are 
touching the ground next to 
the stick. 

Pick up the stick using a 
handshake technique. 

 



Half-Term 3: Subject – PE – Year 9 – Netball    
Rules of the game Positions Key Skills 

Start of play The attacking C has the ball with at least one 
foot in the centre circle. When the whistle is blown the 
centre pass must be caught within the centre third.   
 
Out of Court if it makes contact with the ground or any 
object/person in contact with the ground outside the court. 
 
Scoring a goal only GA and GS can score a goal in the 
shooting D. 
 
Offside if any part of their body makes contact with the 
ground in an area that they are not allowed to enter.  
 
Footwork The landing foot is the first foot to make contact 
with the ground.  If a player already has one foot in contact 
with the ground when catching the ball this is their landing 
foot.  If the player lands simultaneously with both feet, 
then whichever foot is not moved is their landing foot. A 
player may not drag or slide their landing foot or hop on 
either foot. 
 
Held Ball if you hold the ball longer than 3 seconds 
 
Over a Third the ball must be caught or touched by a player 
in each third of the court. 
 
Obstruction – Of a player with the ball  a player may not 
defend a player with a ball if they are within 3 feet of the 
landing foot. 
 

Contact Netball is a contact-contest sport. When playing 
netball players may come into contact with other players 
however if contact is made either accidentally or 
deliberately, then the umpire will call penalty pass. 

 
 
Goal Shooter (GS): Works in and around the semi-circle with the 

GA to score goals 

Goal Attack (GA): Works with GS to score goals 

Wing Attack (WA): Flanks the offensive players giving them 

shooting opportunities 

Centre (C): Links the defence and the attack  

Wing Defence: Prevents WA from passing and to look for 

interceptions 

Goal Defence: Intercepts the ball and prevent passes to the GA 

Goal Keeper: Prevents the GA/GS from scoring goals within the 

semi-circle and works with GD 

Strategies and tactics are the methods that performers use to 
maximise their chances of winning and outwit their opponents. 
They are most obvious in games e.g. agreeing who receives the 
centre pass in netball. 
Strategies and tactics are often pre-arranged and rehearsed, 
especially in team games. Performers also need to be able to 
adapt or change them during a performance.  

Passing 
Chest Pass it's a flat pass which means it should travel from the 
passer to the receiver in a straight line.  

 
Bounce Pass is a short pass that enables the player to find a 
teammate in a crowded area. The height of the ball makes it 
difficult for the opposition to reach and intercept. 

 
Shoulder Pass is a long pass. This enables a team to switch 
positions on court very quickly to either find a player in space or 
break defensive screens.  

 
Shooting Only the Goal Shooter (GS) and the Goal Attacker (GA) 
can shoot directly at the ring. Shooters must be inside the 
opponents' goal circle before they shoot. 

Interception of the ball is when a player regains possession of 
the ball during a pass by the opposition. It requires speed and a 
good defensive awareness of the game and is the most 
effective way to stop your opposition's attack. 
Dodging is a sudden deceptive move often used to avoid the 
opponent. You can move from side to side to confuse the 
opponent before sprinting off to catch the ball.  

Footwork in netball applies when a player is stepping, landing 
and pivoting. 
Receiving is when both feet grounded or jump to catch the ball 
and land on two feet simultaneously. You may take a step in any 
direction with one foot (but not both) and pivot on the spot 
with the other foot. 



Half-Term 1/2/3: Subject – PE – Year 9 –Trampolining      
Warm-up Trampoline Safety  Key Skills  

Warming up is to gradually get your 
whole body prepared for work and 
should minimise the risk of injury. 
Stage 1: 10 bounce routine- 
including basic shapes. 
Stage 2: Stretching (Dynamic: on 
the move/Static: still) to prepare 
muscles, ligaments and joints. 
Stage 3: Practising skills and 
techniques to be used in the 
session. 
Cool-down 
• Light exercise to help 

remove carbon dioxide, lactic 
acid and other waste products. 

• Gentle stretching to prevent 
muscle soreness and stiffness 
later. 

 

 
• Do not unfold or move the trampoline. 
• Put mats around the trampoline. 
• Only practice skills you have been 

taught by your teacher  
• Be sensible and do not dare others to 

try new skills the teacher has not taught 
• Never go underneath a trampoline 
• Wear appropriate sports clothing, socks; 

keep nails short, hair tied back; remove 
all jewellery 

• Pay attention when around the 
trampoline when you are spotting (1 
spotter each side- prevent active 
performer falling off). 

 
• Inform coach teacher of any pre-existing 

injury or medical condition (including 
recent head injuries)  

• Only use the trampoline when your 
teacher is present. 

STOP- KILL THE BOUNCE: Stopping the body by bending the knees and 
stopping on the trampoline bed.  
 
BASIC SHAPES: Moving the body into a shape when in the air 
TUCK- Knees tucked up into chest 
PIKE- The legs remaining together and at 90 degrees to the upper body 
STRADDLE- The legs making a V shape when in the air  
 
ROTATION: ½ or FULL TWIST- Moving the body around an axis through the 
line of the body either 180 or 360 degrees  
 
SEAT LANDING: Landing on the trampoline on the seat, then returning to the 
feet after the landing. 
 
SWIVEL HIPS: This is the ability to perform two seated landings back-to-back 
without a jump in between. Arms must be used to get the full range of rotation 
when turning.  
 
BACK DROP: This is the ability to land on the cross of the trampoline bed with 
a flat back. Legs bent at a 45-degree angle.  
 
FRONT DROP: This is the ability to land on the cross of the trampoline bed 
with a flat stomach, arms protecting your face. Legs bent at a 45-degree angle 
 
COMBINATIONS: Performing one skill then linking another together e.g. Seat 
to Front landing and Back to front landing  
 
SOMERSAULTS: Front/Back- Moving in a forward or backward rotation 
whilst in the air and hitting the bed. Then landing on the feet.  

What makes a routine fluent? 

Good: 
• Body tension 
• Control 
• Body extension 

 



Half-Term 1/2/3: Subject – PE – Year 9 –Volleyball    
Rules of the game Court/ Positions/Tactics  Key Skills 

• Maximum of three hits per side.  
• Player may not hit the ball twice in 

succession (A block is not considered a hit).  
• The ball may be played off the net during a 

rally point, but not from a serve.  
• A ball hitting a boundary line is in.  
• A ball is out if it hits:  
a) the floor completely outside the court 
b) the net and lands on the same side 
• It is illegal to catch, hold, or throw the ball.  
• A player must not block or attack a serve.  
• Server must serve from behind the line until 

after contact.  
• The first team to get to 25 points and two 

clear points wins. 
 
Rotations  
• Teams rotate every time they win the serve 

back.  
• Players rotate clockwise 
• The serve is taken by the player at the back 

right hand side of the court. 
 

 
 

Playing Positions in Volleyball 
• Outside hitter (also called wing spiker, left 

side) 
• Right side hitter (wing spiker, right side) 
• Opposite Hitter (attacker) 
• Setter 
• Middle Blocker (center, middle hitter) 

 
Tactics 
• Hitting into space  
• keep the opposition moving around the court.  
• Targeting opponent’s weaknesses 
• Trying to make it look like you are going to play a 

particular shot but then play a different shot to fool 
an opponent, e.g. a dink.  

• Setting up teammates who are in better positions to 
win the point 

 

Volleyball serve can be hit either overarm or 
underarm.  
  Underarm Serve                        Overarm serve 

                            
Set shot is a delicate attacking shot that is an 
important part of the pass-set-spike sequence 
required for a successful attack. 

 
Dig shot requires players to get low and to stop the 
ball touching the ground. When completed 
successfully the shot provides accurate and 
consistent passing, which is essential to create a 
multiple attack. 

 
Attacking - is the strategy used to send the ball over 
the net to the opponent in such a manner that ball is 
not returnable e.g.  Volleyball smash shot is a very 
aggressive and powerful attacking shot.  
Defending- consists of both blocking and backcourt 
digging or contacting the ball. 



Half-Term 1/2/3: Subject – PE – Year 9 – Badminton    
Rules of the game The court Key Terms 

A game can take place with either two (singles) or four 
(doubles) players. 
 
A serve must be hit underarm and below the server’s 
waist. No overarm serves are allowed. 
 
If your score is an even number, you serve from the 
right-hand side, if your score is an odd number, you 
serve from the left-hand side. 

 
To score a point the shuttlecock must land within the 
parameters of the opponent’s court. 

 
If the shuttlecock hits the net or lands out, then a 
point is awarded to your opponent. 
 
If a player touches the net with any part of their body 
or racket, then it is deemed a fault and their opponent 
receives the point. 

 
A fault is also called if a player deliberately distracts 
their opponent, the shuttlecock is caught in the racket 
then flung, or the shuttlecock is hit twice. 

A game is played until a player reaches 21 points. If 
the score is 20-20 then a player must win by 2 clear 
points (i.e., 25-23). 
 
 

 
 
When playing singles, the court is long and thin. 
 
When playing doubles, the court is short and fat. 

Backhand Serve 
This is a short serve with the back of your hand facing 
your opponent. You would play this serve if your 
opponent is positioned further towards the back of the 
court, so you place your serve to the front of the court 
where there is the most space. 
Forehand Serve 
This is a longer serve with the palm of your hand facing 
your opponent. You would play this serve if your 
opponent is positioned further towards the front of the 
court and aim for the back of the court where there is 
more space. 
Clear 
This is a shot that is played above your head with your 
arm fully extended. You would play this shot when your 
opponent has played a long and high shot that is over 
your head height. You would aim this shot towards the 
back of the court over your opponent to give yourself as 
much time as possible to reset before they return the 
shuttlecock. 
Lift 
Like a clear, this would be aimed towards the back of the 
court to give yourself time but would be performed when 
the shuttlecock is played in front of you and is dropping 
towards the ground.  
Drop Shot 
This is a more deceptive shot, where you would begin to 
perform the technique required for a clear or a lift, but 
rather than aiming the shot towards the back of the 
court, you stop your movement and drop the shuttlecock 
just over the net. 
Smash 
This is a shot performed at the front of the court where 
you use power to smash the shuttlecock down into the 
ground. 
 



Half-Term 1/2/ 3: Subject – PE – Year 9 – Basketball    
Rules of the game The Court and Positions Key Terms 

Played with two teams of five. 
 
Score by shooting through a hoop. 
 
A side-line ball is taken from the opposite team who 
touched it last. 
 
A successful shot from outside the 3-point arc is worth 3 
points. From inside this line, it is worth 2 points. 
 
Once the offense has brought the ball across the mid-court 
line, they cannot go back across the line during possession. 
 
Personal fouls include hitting, pushing and holding. 
 
Fouling a shooter results in one, two or three free throws, 
worth 1pt each, depending on where and how they were 
fouled. 
 
Players cannot travel with the ball or double dribble. 
 
Players cannot hold the ball for longer than 5 seconds.  

Centre 
The centre is the tallest player on each team, playing near the basket. 
On offense, the centre tries to score on close shots and rebounds. But 
on defence, the centre tries to block opponents’ shots and rebound 
their misses. 
 
Point Guard 
The point guard runs the offense and usually is the team’s best dribbler 
and passer. The point guard defends the opponent’s point guard and 
tries to steal the ball. 
 
Power Forward 
The power forward does many of the things a centre does, playing 
near the basket while rebounding and defending taller players. But 
power forwards also take longer shots than centres. 
 
Small Forward 
The small forward plays against small and large players. They roam all 
over on the court. Small forwards can score from long shots and close 
ones. 
 
Shooting Guard 
The shooting guard is usually the team’s best shooter. The shooting 
guard can make shots from long distance and is a good dribbler. 

Chest Pass   
W grip, step, chest to chest, follow through, short distance. 
 
Bounce Pass 
W grip, step, chest to chest, follow through, bounce before 
player, short distance. 
 
Overhead Pass 
Ball over head, step, pass over opposition, further distance. 
 
Dribbling 
Head up, spread fingers and fingertips, waist height. 
 
Set Shot 
Knees bent, dominant foot slightly in front of other, strong 
hand at bottom, supporting hand on side, and elbow at 90 
degrees. 
 
Lay-up 
Strong hand at bottom, supporting hand on side, keep it 
high. Right hand dribble: step right, jump left aim for top 
right-hand corner of box. Left hand dribble: step left, jump 
right, aim for top left corner of box. 
 
Attacking 
Dribble into space, screen defenders, dribble out wide and 
quick inward passes, drive towards ball to receive pass 
losing defender. 
 
Defending 
Man to man, knees bent, back straight, head up, arms out, 
watch opponent’s bellybutton. 
 
Triple Threat 
Being in a position where you can pass, dribble, or shoot 
when you receive the ball. 
 



Half-Term 1/2/3: Subject – PE – Year 9 – Football    
Rules of the game Positions Key Terms 

Start of play  
The game starts with 11 players on either team (10 
outfielders and 1 goalkeeper), positioned within their own 
half of the field. There is a coin toss to decide who starts 
and on the sound of the referee’s whistle, the starting team 
take the kick off from the centre spot. 
Scoring a goal 
If the ball crosses the goal line in between the goalposts and 
underneath the cross bar, then a goal is awarded to the 
attacking team. 
Corners 
If the defending team plays/deflects the ball behind their 
own goal line (without going in the actual goal), the 
attacking team is awarded a corner. This is where the 
attacking team can play the ball back into play from the 
quadrant around the corner flag. 
Throw-ins 
If one team plays/deflects the ball outside of either 
touchline, then the other team is awarded a throw in. This 
must be an overhead throw with both hands from the line 
where the ball went out of play. 
Goal Kicks 
If the attacking team kick the ball behind the opposite goal 
line, then a goal kick is awarded. This must be taken from 
anywhere inside the six-yard box and the opposition must 
be outside the penalty area until the ball is kicked. 
Offside  
If an attacker is in front of the last defender when the ball is 
played forward by their team, they are in an offside position 
and a free kick is awarded to the defending team. 
Hand Ball  
When a player other than the goalkeeper touches the ball 
with his arm or hand. 

 

 
Goalkeeper: The most important role of the goalkeeper is to 
prevent the opposing team from getting the ball into the goal. This 
requires agility, vigilance, bravery, and lightning-quick reactions 
(only player allowed to handle the ball within the 18-yard box). 
Left back & right back: A full-back helps to keep opposing players 
away from the goal by protecting against attacks from the wings. 
They must be able to tackle effectively and accurately, so that they 
win the ball without committing any fouls. 
Centre back: A central defender will take charge of defending 
against attacks that are coming from the centre of the field. They 
may run between the right-back and the left-back to provide 
support where needed.  
Left & right midfield: These players need speed and stamina to 
allow them to create plays from the wings. Wingers need to have 
great ball control skills and they should be able to pick out strikers 
accurately when they cross the ball. 
Centre midfield: Central midfielders tend to be the busiest players 
on the pitch, as they are expected to cover most of the pitch. 
Good central midfielders will be able to provide reliable support to 
both the defenders and the strikers.  
Centre Forward: A striker’s main job is to get the ball into the back 
of the opposing team’s net they need a mixture of pace, strength, 
and power. 

Passing 
Playing the ball to a teammate in a controlled manner, allowing 
them to receive the ball comfortably in a good position. 
Receiving 
Controlling the ball so that you have controlled possession after 
a teammate has passed you the ball. 
Dribbling 
Using different parts of your feet to dribble into space away 
from opponents, using skill to outwit them. 
Shooting 
Attempting a shot to score a goal. Accuracy and power are 
needed to beat the goalkeeper. 
Defending 
Using your body position to delay the opponent (slow them 
down), deny the opponent space, dictate which way they must 
go, and deflect the ball away. 
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